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GENESIS: THE CREATION
OF THE UNIVERSE
This message was preached
by Brother Amos at Assembly
of Faith, Calhoun, Georgia,
U.S.A., on 5th April, 2006. It
has been condensed with the
one earlier preached at Bible
Faith Tabernacle, Lagos, and
beefed up, in order to give the
saints the full scope of the
message. This message is
only the beginning part of a
whole series of messages on
Genesis.
Greetings from Lagos,
Nigeria. It is nice to be here
one more time. It is also a
privilege to be with you, and I
just want to say a big hello to
each and everyone, and I
thank God for the privilege we
have to be together, and we
just want to give God glory and
praise for His grace and for
His mercy, towards each and

everyone of us, and I want to
just appreciate you all, for
your stand for truth, for your
faith in God's Word, for your
love for this way of life,
because it has really made a
difference. Just as I was
driving down to service this
evening, a thought struck me.
I remembered the time Elijah
was upon the mount, and the
Lord called him, and said,
“Elijah, what are you doing
here?” And he said, “I have
been jealous for the God of my
fathers. I alone remain. They
have torn down your altar, and
killed your prophets, and done
this and that.” And the Lord
told him, “I have reserved for
myself, seven thousand, who
have not bowed the knee to
Baal.” And you know, God
always has an elected
remnant. In every age, in
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every junction of time,
God always has an
elected remnant He
preserves by Himself, for
Himself, to give Him the
kind of worship, He as
God deserves, a people
that would offer God
spiritual worship,
revelated worshippers,
for God is seeking such to
worship Him. He is
looking for spiritual
worshippers, a people
that will worship Him
in Spirit and in truth,
a people with an
understanding, a
revelation, a divine
perception of truth, a
people, just like Brother
Suggs was saying in his
testimony tonight, a
people that have a
relationship with Jesus
Christ. They have his
revelation burning in
their soul, and they are
walking in the path of
righteousness. It is a
revealed way. And it is so
good that God always has
such people, and I am
thankful to God that in this
place, within the
Continent of America,
God has a remnant He
has preserved by
Himself, that would stand
for truth, and give God
glory, in the face of gross
unbelief, wholesale
compromise, and
unfaithfulness, that has
engulfed the nation of

America. It is a privilege
to be here. And on behalf
of my wife and the whole
church back home, we
want to appreciate each
and everyone, and it is my
prayer that God would
bless our meeting, and
that God would help us in
our walk with Him. He
alone makes all the
difference, because
without Him, we can do
nothing. And I need your
prayers tonight, that God
would just help me. Shall
we bow our heads in
prayer. (Brother Amos
prayed).
In these few meetings, by
the grace of God, we want
to take a close look at the
book of Genesis. I am just
looking to God to help me
to share the things He has
laid upon my heart, in a
way that will be a
blessing. But we will be
looking strictly in the seed
chapter, the book of
Genesis, from chapter 1
straight through to
chapter 11, God helping
us. So there are a lot of
Bible issues we will be
considering in these
meetings. I am just
praying that God would
help me. But I must warn,
that outside the truth,
everything you build
becomes a wasted effort.
T h e e n e r g y, t h e
resources, the sacrifices
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you make, is all for the
dunghill, because you
goofed! You just cannot
afford to build on sinking
sand! And I must also
warn that your best is not
good enough, if it is not in
the light of truth! Because
at the end of the day, God
is not looking for good
people! He is looking for a
particular calibre of
people, a peculiar people,
a humble, simple people,
a people who would be
humble enough to receive
God's truth, and be led by
truth, because at the end
of the day, salvation is not
of man. Salvation is of
God. True righteousness
is not of man, for as the
Scriptures declare, the
righteousness of man
i s as a filthy rag.
Righteousness is an
imputation, because true
righteousness is strictly of
God. He is our
righteousness. No man is
righteous, no, not one.
But His righteousness is
what clothes us. Then if
that is true, and that
salvation is of God, and
we know it is true, then it
means, we have to come
by God's provided way. It
is a way God revealed. It
is an exclusive way, for
God is not a God of
double standards. The
revelation of God is one.
That is why the true
church of God is one.
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They may be in scattered
fragments around the
world, but the true body of
Christ is one. And the
Spirit of God is one. There
is only one true faith. And
we have only one Lord,
one body, and one true
baptism. And there is only
one true body of ministry.
There is a unity that flows
through the church, a
spiritual unity, a unity of
faith, because the church
is established upon the
one true foundation. It is
strictly the apostolic
revelation; the foundation
of the revealed Word. I
will as such urge you to
test everything by the
Word. But this I assure
you, if the foundation of
our faith is upon the solid
rock of the Word of God,
winds will come, billows
will come, waves will
come, storms will come,
tempests will come,
tornadoes, hurricanes,
name it, tsunamis will
come to try it; but it will
stand. Why? Because it is
built upon the solid
infallible foundation of
truth! It is built upon the
solid rock! But if the
foundation of our faith is
faulty, you do not need a
tsunami to bring it down.
Just a little tremor, and
the whole thing, with the
sides collapsing,
everything comes down.
And that is the way we
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must take our faith; we
must take our faith very,
very seriously. It is most
crucial, for it is about life
eternal. Let me say this
therefore, There is
nothing you have in this
world, outside of the
revelation of life which
Jesus Christ gives,
for here, we have
n o c o n t i n u i n g c i t y.
Everything on earth,
everything around us,
speaks of change and
decay. Everything is old,
crying desperately for
change. It is the coming of
the Lord that is going to
make the difference. The
nations of the world are
crying. They are in
serious turmoil, and
a g o n y, s t r e s s , a n d
distress. The economies
of the world are
crumbling, defying every
solution they proffer.
There is global warming,
and the climate has
changed, and is out of
order. The world has lost
the way, and they do not
even know what to do.
There is certainly no
solution in man. It is in God
alone. It is the coming of
the Lord that is the answer
to the mounting and
insurmountable problems
of the world. It will not get
better, but worse, for we
are at the end, and
because the world does
not want God. And as
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such, they do not
understand what is going
on, and neither do they
understand what is
coming. But Jesus Christ
has a bride. They are
looking up, because they
are following a revelation.
So it is most important
therefore that we really
get the foundation of our
faith set right, upon the
solid rock of the revealed
Word of God. Everything
else will fail, for this is the
day of the shaking of all
things. Only the Word of
God will abide, being
absolutely unshakable. I
emphasize that because
there is a battle going on
today around the world,
for truth. People are
generally unaware of it,
being carnal, earthly
bound creatures. But a
battle is going on right
now. It is more serious a
battle than the Second
World War, which was
fought on this earth,
where over 60 million
people perished. It is a
war of the two spirits,
because the devil does
not want God's children to
make it into the kingdom,
but God's children will
make it. Why? Because
God has ordained them
unto life, and they will
make it. God promised it!
If it was dependent on us,
if it was about man, it
would fail. But it is
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dependent on God. There
is a serious war going on
tonight, and unless you
open your ears, and open
your eyes and heart, you
may misunderstand what
is going on, because
sometimes, when people
do not see the devil in his
true colours, it is very
easy to play footsy with
the devil. Church, when a
people do not recognize
Satan in his subtle
manifestation, you might
give him a big hug! And as
long as you do not have
discernment to see the
devil in his move, he
knows he has outsmarted
you, for he has pulled the
wool over your eyes! He
knows that! As long as
you cannot see the devil
in his move, he knows he
is a step ahead of you.
Then it means this: It is
given to the bride of Jesus
Christ to know the things
of God. That is why Paul
declared that, “We are not
unaware of the wiles of
the devil.” That is, we are
not ignorant of his ways;
we are not ignorant of his
move. Why? There is a
revelation God gives to
His seeds, a discernment
God's seeds have, to
recognize the subtility of
the devil. And as long as
you cannot see him, and
everything for you is cool,
everything is nice,
everything is lovely, you

are in trouble, for in this
way of revealed faith,
things do not work out like
that! When all you see is
carnal love for everybody
regardless of their stand,
the devil knows you are
not seeing anything,
because sentiments will
kill you. It will! But when
your eye is opened to see
the subtlety of the devil,
and you can locate him, in
his move for today, oh, all
hell will be mad, and be
against you. But as mad
as hell may be, heaven
will smile on you too, and
the smile of heaven has
greater potency or power
than the wrath of hell.
Amen! Halleluyah! Why
have I gone down this
route? Church, a lot is
going on tonight in the
Jackson movement, and
God expects you and I to
have spiritual eyes, an
eye that can see, a heart
of perception, to know
what is true, and what is
false; a heart to know
what is of God, and what
is not of God; a heart to
see what Jesus Christ is
doing currently in the
earth, and what the devil
is also doing before your
very eyes. You have got
to! Everything is based
upon the revelation of
truth of the Scriptures, for
a lot of the followers of
Raymond Jackson, the
chief apostle to this age,
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have been derailed from
the way of revealed faith.
And today, they no longer
care in the least for truth.
And all it took was for God
to take away the central
piece, the chief apostle.
That was God's master
stroke, and the unbelief in
the heart of the men that
followed the chief apostle
was exposed. And that is
w h y y o u m u s t
understand, whether you
like a man or not, has
nothing to do with this
revealed way. It is all
about Jesus Christ in his
true revelation. It is about
the revelation of life
eternal. And the
revelation of Christ is
continuous. There is
continuity of Scriptural
revelation. You cannot
deny that. To deny that is
to derail yourself, for the
Sonlight of God never
stops shining. It is like a
man who is seeing the
sun shining, and wilfully
says, “Well, I do not see
the sun shining. There is
no sun today.” Come out
of your room of unbelief!
The sun is shining
anyway! You cannot deny
it! And even if you do, it
will not keep the sun from
shining! You are the one
that will lose out for not
receiving the benefits of
the shining sun. I say that
because God is still
speaking to His seeds
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from the pages of the
living Word, the living
Bible, for the Word of God
is not dead but alive. It is
not a closed book, but an
open book! We must
therefore follow Christ in
the continuity of his
Scriptural revelation, for
revelation is progressive.
Only let us prove
everything by the Word.
And let us not play
hypocrisy with the Word
of God.
We are talking tonight
about the creation of the
Universe recorded in
Genesis. The title of my
message is, Genesis:
The Creation Of The
Universe. Why are we
going to Genesis? We are
going to Genesis because
it is the seed chapter.
Genesis is the book of the
beginning of everything. It
is the beginning, not only
of the Universe, but also
of man. And it holds the
record of man's genetic
beginning, the record of
the genes. Genesis is the
beginning of everything,
the origin of the Universe.
It is where everything
started, where all creation
began, for Genesis
means the beginning. We
are going back to the
beginning. We have to go
back to the very
beginning, to polish the
truths we have received
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at this evening time. That
is where the chief apostle
started when God began
to deal with him, to bring
about the continuity of
revelation, and God used
him to begin to open up
new nuggets of truth. New
truths were coming out of
Genesis. Those divine
truths of God are our
possession. Why? We
possess it by the Spirit of
God, for the adornment of
our soul. Because our
inheritance is in the light.
Our inheritance is in the
inspired Scriptures,
bearing out to us the mind
of our Creator. That is
God's Word of inheritance
for you and I. It lays out all
that God has in store for
us. And that is why we are
going back there. Why? It
forms part of the apostolic
foundation which God laid
out for us at this evening
time. I say that because
the chief apostle started
in Genesis, and laid out
precious truths of God,
from that seed chapter,
for the elect bride to stand
upon. For from Genesis
came the revelation of
The Pre-historic World,
The Testing And Fall Of
Satan, The Two Laws Of
Eden, etc. The prophetstar messenger to this
age, William Branham,
also went to Genesis,
when God used him to
open up the revelation of
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The Original Sin, in the
Garden of Eden, and of
The Serpent Seed, and
give to us those wonderful
truths that were buried in
Genesis. So therefore
tonight, and in these
meetings, God helping
us, we want to try and
dust some of the pages of
this book, this seed
chapter, and see how the
Lord will help us, and
what the Lord would have
us know. But church, it is
an undeniable fact that
we have received much
from the Lord at this
evening time. Truly, “…at
the evening time, it shall
be light!” What a glorious
light we have received!
What an understanding
we bear today! What a
revelation! And what a
glorious hope it gives to
us! What an illuminated
pathway we are walking
in! But we want to try and
cross the T's, and dot the
I's, and just polish up the
picture, as God wraps up
everything for us
Gentiles. This is a short
move, for this is the last
move, and it will do us
good to pay close
attention. I will remind you
of the warning of apostle
Peter, in 2 Peter 3:1-2:
“This Second epistle,
beloved, I now write
unto you; in both which
I stir up your pure
minds by way of
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remembrance: That ye
may be MINDFUL OF
THE WORDS which
were spoken before
B Y T H E H O L Y
P R O P H E T S ; and of
THE COMMANDMENT
OF US THE APOSTLES
of the Lord and
Saviour.” So tonight, we
want to remember the
teachings of the end time
chief apostle, and that
of the prophet-star
messenger to this age.
That is why we are going
to Genesis.
Genesis chapter 1 verse
1: “In The beginning
God created the heaven
and the earth.” This is
the verse we want to
consider tonight, God
helping us. “In The
beginning...” That is a
timeless expression. We
live in an apostate
religious world, a world
completely taken over
and ruled by tradition,
hand-me-down tradition.
We had been taught in the
denominational world,
God created the whole
world in six days of 24
hours. Then the scientists
came in, and then the
archeologists, and they
dug up bones from the
earth. And just as they
can take your gene, and
determine how old you
are, and it will not fail,
they dug up bones from

the earth, and ran it
through their instruments,
and they tell us, that they
have been lying there for
millions of years. What
are you going to do with
such findings? “Oh no,
no, no! The Bible says,
and I believe the Bible,
God made the world in six
days of 24 hours.” No, it
did not say that! That is
what you have said! That
is how you want it to read!
That is how you want to
read it! And that is the
traditional food we have
been eating in times past,
until the true light came.
Halleluyah! “In The
beginning God…” That
is a timeless expression!
Brothers and sisters, if
the scientists can prove
that this world has been in
existence for billions, and
trillions of years, it does
not contradict the Bible,
for it is all in verse 1, for
the Bible simply says: “In
The beginning!” When
was that beginning? No
man can say it! No one
knows! You know why?
“In The beginning”, is a
timeless expression! That
beginning could have
been a billion years ago. It
could have been a trillion
years ago. It does not
nullify anything that we
believe in the Word of
God, because that
beginning is not stated!
It is a matter of
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understanding, for that
verse gives us a timeless
expression! “In The
beginning God created
the heaven and the
earth.” That expression
does not give us time, for
it does not give us a
specific time when
creation began, and so,
you cannot read time into
it. You cannot! It is a
timeless expression! It is
timeless, ageless, and it
therefore allows for
whatever ages or periods
of time the scientists
prove have been on this
earth. And although “In
The beginning” does
give us a beginning, a
beginning of creation, it
still does not give us
when, for it gives us a
timeless beginning! This
beginning was before
there was time.
Remember, you can only
reckon time with objects
of time. But this was a
time when there was no
stardust, like Brother
Branham used to say; a
time when there was no
twinkle, twinkle little star;
a time when there was
even no angel, and no
Jesus. “In The
beginning God”, capital
God; Singular; One God;
Elohim, existed by
himself, for He existed
alone, the Self existing
O n e . Yo u m u s t
understand that you are
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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looking at when there was
yet no time, although it
gives us the beginning of
creation, a beginning that
has no specific time
stated. And as I earlier
stated, you can only
relate time with objects of
time. Are you with me?!
Otherwise, there is
nothing to relate time
with! It is very important
that we understand
these things, because it
determines our
understanding of other
truths of God, having
bearing on this verse,
because “In The
beginning” is a timeless
expression! No, this was
not yet the pre-historic
world. This goes beyond
the pre-historic world, for
it comes way before the
pre-historic world, and I
will tell you why tonight. It
was not yet the prehistoric world, because
this planet, after its initial
creation, would have
taken a long time to cool
down, before it was
prepared to receive life.
Moreover, there first had
to be a pre-historic
creation, before there
could be a pre-historic
age (or world). It will
become clear as we
progress. So pay
attention. But at this time,
one thing is definite, God
existed alone, being the
Creator of all things, but
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He was not yet God,
because there was
nothing to worship or
acknowledge Him as
God, as at this time. He
was only potentially God.
But in reality, He was not
yet God. The prophet to
this age used to point that
out, and the chief apostle
to this age, also
confirmed the same thing.
In his message titled, God
The Creator, God The
Redeemer, Part 2, Page
2, Column 1, Raymond
Jackson stated: “While
the earth hung there in
space in that state, God,
being Spirit, was the
same then as He is now.
What is different, is the
fact that during all that
time He was not God to
anything, because there
was no living beings to
worship Him. You
understand what I mean
of course, because the
definition of god speaks
of an object of worship,
so before there was
anything that could
worship Him, He was
not God to anything. He
was Creator, but not
God. He was the
architect of everything
that was created.”
Because as Creator, He is
the sole source of all life,
the sole source of all
existence, and one who
pre-exists all things in the
Universe! The One who
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designed and mapped out
the whole Universe in His
mind, and laid it all out, as
pre-conceived in His
mind, when He brought
creation into being. In
Acts chapter 15 verse 18,
it is written: “Known unto
God are all His works”
(when?), “from the
beginning of the world.”
That is, God knows
everything in creation,
ever before it became a
reality! For we serve an
all-knowing God. He is
Omniscient (all-knowing);
He is Omnipotent (allpowerful); He is
Omnipresent (He is
everywhere), and He is
here tonight with His
people. It is also written in
Ephesians chapter 1 from
verse 3: “Blessed be the
God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ...”
The Branham movement
would say to Brother
Paul, Why are you talking
like that? D o n ' t y o u
believe Jesus Christ is
God Almighty? I say
that because that
i s their warped
understanding of the
Godhead! They deny the
Sonship, and by so doing,
they have gone into
extreme oneness. But
here, apostle Paul is
clearly saying that Jesus
Christ has a Father, and
that that Father, is also
his God. We will take that
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text again: “Blessed be
the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ,
who hath blessed us
with all spiritual
blessings in heavenly
places IN CHRIST.” Why
is it in Christ? Because he is
the word of God, the means
of our salvation! Paul
continued: “According
as He hath chosen us in
Him before the
foundation of the
world” (That gives us
election), “that we
should be holy and
without blame before
Him in love: Having
predestinated us unto
the adoption of children
by Jesus Christ to
Himself” (Watch:),
“according to the good
pleasure of His will, To
the praise of the glory of
His grace, wherein He
hath made us accepted
in the beloved” (That is
accepted in Christ). “In
w h o m w e h a v e
redemption through his
blood, the forgiveness
of sins, according to the
riches of His grace;
wherein He hath
abounded toward us in
all wisdom and
prudence; Having made
known unto us the
mystery of His will,
ACCORDING TO HIS
GOOD PLEASURE
W H I C H H E H AT H
P U R P O S E D I N

HIMSELF” (Not what He
purposed with an angel or
with Jesus Christ, for
none of them was present
as then. What is that
purpose?): “That in the
dispensation of the
fullness of times He
might gather together in
one all things in Christ,
both which are in
heaven, and which are
on earth; even in him: In
whom also we have
obtained an inheritance,
being predestinated
according to the
purpose of Him who
worketh all things
AFTER THE COUNSEL
OF HIS OWN WILL.” Let
us stop there. Take this
text with Act 15:18 which
we took earlier, What
does it tell us? It tells us
God knows all He would
do from the beginning,
and he therefore knows
the end from the
beginning, how
everything will end up!
Because God is not like
man! It is man that leaps
before he thinks, and then
he realizes he should not
have done that. And God
is not a planless God.
Before God does
anything, He thinks it
through. He counsels with
Himself, how He is going
to do it, and what it would
accomplish in His own
purpose, to serve His own
sovereign will. And saints,
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no one has a better
suggestion! You do not!
And the way He ordains to
carry out His purpose,
you cannot improve on it,
because He is perfect in
all His ways. There is no
better way! And there is
no other way! What am I
trying to say? It is that
when we consider
Genesis 1:1 creation of
the Universe, it took place
before there were angels,
and before Christ himself
existed in reality. It was a
time when God counseled
with Himself, having none
other to converse with or
relate to, but counseled
with Himself, not just
about the plan of
salvation, but you must
also see that He first had
to counsel with Himself
about the work of
creation, when as yet, He
stood alone as an eternal,
invisible, Omnipresent
Spirit, the Self-existing
One, Elohim. At that time,
He was not yet God, and
the Universe had not yet
been created. In modern
Philosophy, He is called
the Unmoved Mover: He
that moves all things, and
yet He Himself is
unmoved. He is also
called the Uncaused
Cause: He that causes
everything to be, yet He
Himself is uncaused.
When you get to God, you
put a full-stop. You do not
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go further, otherwise, you
will run mad. You will have
to! I hope you understand
what I mean by that. I say
that because we live in an
unbelieving world where
people question
everything, and want to
know how God came into
being. He is the Selfexisting One. Period! If
He was not, He would not
be God. Mortal beings
want to prove the
beginning of God. And
that is why they are
running mad, all these
professors of ignorance,
as Brother Jackson used
to say! They want to find
the source of their God, a
God that created and fills
this great Universe. And
man, with his little canary
brain, want to find the
source of God, He who
made man. Think of it!
This reminds me of one of
these intellectuals of the
world, a world renowned
scientist. He was saying
the other day, that if there
was God in the Universe,
they would have found
Him with all their space
probes, and that He
would have made contact
with them! Professors of
stupidity! Yet, God, in
simplicity reveals himself
to all those of us who are
humble enough to
believe, and He talks to
us, and walks with us.
They must really think
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God is like mortal man, a
physical entity their
scientific instruments and
probes can detect. How
stupid people can be!
Saints of God, going back
to our main text, in the
beginning, the Bible says,
“God created THE
HEAVEN and the earth.”
I want you to understand
that the heaven there is a
collective noun, so you
have to put an 'S' to it. It
means God created the
heavens and the earth.
Why do I say that?
Because heaven there is
a collective noun! Yes, it
is called heaven, but it is a
collective noun! It stands
for heavens, plural! Why?
Because the heaven here
is not talking of the sky or
of the firmament!
Moreover, you cannot
make a doctrine out of
only one verse of
Scripture, particularly
when there are other
Scriptures also bearing
on the same issue! It
simply means that you
cannot look at Genesis 1:1
alone, without taking other
relevant and material
verses of Scripture into
consideration as well, for
they bear upon this same
creation of the Universe!
You have to take them
into consideration! Yes, in
Genesis 1:1, it is called
heaven, singular. But like
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I said, that heaven is a
collective noun, for it
stands for heavens,
plural, even as prophet
Isaiah laid out in chapter
44 verse 24: “Thus saith
the Lord, thy Redeemer,
and He that formed thee
from the womb, I am the
Lord that maketh all
t h i n g s ; t h a t
STRETCHETH FORTH
THE HEAVENS ALONE.”
That gives us the
distances in the Universe!
That gives us plural
heavens! He confirmed it
in chapter 45, verse 18,
when he declared: “For
thus saith the Lord that
c r e a t e d
T H E
HEAVENS!.....” The word
heavens here stands for
the Universe! He is saying
the very same thing
Moses laid out in Genesis
1:1 creation: “In The
beginning God created
the heaven and the
earth!” It simply means,
In the beginning, God
created the Universe and
the earth! Or that God
created the planets and
the earth! Which ever way
you look at it, the word
Heaven gives you a
collective noun, which
stands for heavens!
Period! It gives us the
entire solar system, and
all that make up the
Universe! And when
w e consider another
translation of the Holy
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Bible, the James Moffatt
Translation of Genesis
1:1-2, it gives us precisely
that interpretation, for it
reads: “This is the story
of how the Universe was
formed. When God
began to form the
Universe…” Beautiful!
That makes for better
understanding! That
thought is solidly backed
up by prophet Isaiah in
chapter 42 verse 5, still
from James Moffatt's
Translation: “Thus saith
God the Lord, He that
created the heavens”
(plural), “and stretched
them out” (This gives us
nothing but the Universe!
Isaiah continues); “He
that spread forth the
earth, and that which
cometh out of it…” That
should be clear to
everyone. Genesis 1:1
heaven, gives us the
Universe in creation. We
will take Genesis 1:1
again, in order to move on
in this message: “In The
beginning God created”
(What did God create?),
“the heaven” (that is the
heavens; the Universe)
“and the earth.” Then we
must ask a question: Did
God create the earth
separate from the time He
created the heavens? No!
Because the earth God
created is part of the solar
system, part of the
Universe! The earth is

part of the bodies that
make up the heavens!
They are all as balls
hanging in space in the
Universe! Is that right?
That is absolutely the
truth! The earth is one of
the planets hanging in
space in the Universe! I
ask again: After He
created the heavens, is it
then He now decided,
“Let me now create the
earth as a separate
entity?!” In other words,
Was the creation of planet
earth different from the
time God created the
other planets (i.e. the
heavens)? Absolutely
not! The earth was
created along side of all
other planets! God did not
create Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Neptune, Uranus, and
Pluto, and all the stars,
before later deciding to
create planet earth at a
separate time. No!
Brother Jackson laid that
out in his message
brought out in the
Contender, titled: God
The Creator, God The
Redeemer, Part 2, Page
2, Column 1: “To me,
God is the greatest
Scientist there has ever
been. In fact, whatever
motivates the scientific
mind today, that
knowledge has to come
from the Creator
Himself. SO I CANNOT
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A C C E P T T H E FA C T
THAT GOD CREATED
E A C H L I T T L E
INDIVIDUAL PLANET
SEPARATE FROM ALL
THE OTHERS.” Church,
you just must understand
God did not create the
earth in isolation from the
other planets! Let us get
that straight! Then we
must ask: Why did Moses
separate the creation of
planet earth from the
creation of other planets,
in his written record? In
other words, What does
Moses mean when he
says “… God created
the heaven and the
earth”? He simply
means, God created the
heavens (i.e. the
Universe), but His focal
point, His prime attention,
was on planet earth! That
is, in creation, the focal
point of God was going to
be planet earth! But we
must then ask: Why is
God's emphasis on the
earth? Why did God
single out planet earth?
Why was God's focus and
emphasis going to be on
this planet? Why? That is
what we want to find out.
That is the main focus of
this message, as it would
make us explore planet
earth, in relation to the
other planets. We will see
it at the end, for we shall
touch on it in depth. And
that is precisely what we
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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want to consider, for you
must know why, in the
record of creation, God
singled out planet earth
from other planets:
Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, Pluto. (After
Brother Amos preached
this message, Pluto has
subsequently been
downgraded into a dwarf
planet, but it still exists as
part of God's creation,
nonetheless, a globe
which still orbits the sun,
a globe which has its own
satellite, just as we have
our moon). I am praying
that God would help me to
be able to finish, because
I have to compress the
series of messages we
have taken over the
months, in a few days'
meetings. But I look to
God. Just pray for me. But
church, let us look at it for
a few minutes. “In The
beginning God created
the heaven.” That means
the heavens, “and the
earth.” But right there,
earth is singled out from
all the hosts of heaven
God made. We want to
consider why. And at this
time, we must realize,
there was no Lucifer, for
there was no angel.
Church, as earlier laid
out, it was just God, and
God alone. This was a
time the Self-existing
One, Elohim, existed by
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created the heaven and
the earth.” Brothers and
sisters, God created
something; but the
question is, How did He
start it? How did God
create the Universe? How
did it all come into
existence? Let us first
consider that. Well, the
world has an explanation
for creation. They have
their theory as to how the
Universe began. The
world's scientists, the
intellectual giants of this
world, the great thinkers,
men like Albert Einstein,
Sir Roger Penrose,
Stephen Hawking and
such like, have
propounded a theory that
the world itself started with
a big bang. The Big Bang
Theory is the main
scientific explanation of
the origin of the Universe.
It states that the Universe
began as a result of a giant
cosmic explosion, called
the big bang, which hurled
matter in all directions,
about ten to twenty billion
years ago. To achieve this,
fifteen billion years ago,
the Universe was
compressed into one big
giant ball, scientifically
known as “Singularity”,
the moment before
creation, when space and
time did not exist. And
when the big bang took
place, the Universe was
“In The beginning God extremely hot and dense,
Himself, with no other
entity that He could relate
to. He is the God of all
creation. He is the sole
creator of the Universe.
So, here, you are seeing
God creating the
Universe. This is the
testimony the Atheists
and Agnostics are trying
to deny and take away, by
taking God away from the
creation story. They are
teaching that we evolved
from Apes, and further,
that all life started from a
cyst. That is absolute
nonsense! That is
stupidity! Why are apes
not evolving into man?
And why is man not
evolving into something
else? How come we are
not still evolving into
something else? Surely if
it was evolution then in
that respect, evolution
should still continue. It
should! The conditions on
the earth are re-changing
rapidly, but man remains
as man, animals as
animals, birds as birds,
and insects as insects!
Each species of God's
creature remains the
same! They are not
evolving into something
else! The undeniable
truth is that God is the
Creator. He is! Only a fool
will deny that! But let us
back-peddal a little
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but it has continuously
expanded and cooled.
This is the scientific theory
of the creation of the
Universe. And in support
of this theory, a Ukrainian
physicist, George Gamow,
showed that the great
amount of hydrogen and
the 23% helium we have
today is as a result of the
big bang, because the
Universe began with
hydrogen, and because
the enormous heat of the
Universe at the big bang
explosion would have
caused a quarter of the
hydrogen to turn into
helium, the exact
proportion astronomers
were deducing from
observations. Moreover,
he predicted that radiation
from the initial fireball
which produced the
helium would still be
available in the Universe
today. But because of the
expansion of the Universe,
it would have been
stretched into radio
waves, which should
still be detectable.
S u b s e q u e n t l y, r a d i o
engineers, Arno Penzias
and Robert Wilson,
discovered these radio
waves in 1964, in New
Jersey, thus proving the
big bang theory. For this
achievement, the two
engineers were awarded
the Nobel Prize in physics,
in 1978. Then I have to

agree with that theory,
seeing that we have an
understanding by God,
from the Scriptures, that
God made all things. God
then, is responsible for the
Big Bang, for we know,
everything He made, had
to have a beginning.
Everything created has a
definite beginning. The
issue however is, How did
that beginning come
about? You have to see
God behind everything in
creation, because God is
the author of everything.
He alone is the author of
that beginning. But when
scientists try to take God
out of the equation, that is
what is bad, for God is the
author of all creation, He is
the author of the Universe.
And church, God did not
rush to create the
Universe! Because He is
not a planless God, and
further because He is a
God of eternity! He is not in
a hurry! What would He be
rushing for? So He first
had to counsel with
Himself! He thought it all
through, however long that
took! Ephesians chapter 1
tells us that! He took a
thought; He pondered in
Himself what He would do,
How He would do it, and
what it would serve. He
considered every little
single detail ! He
counseled with Himself,
being the only being in the
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Universe. For as yet, there
was no star. There was no
moon. There was no sun.
There was no angel, and
there was no Christ. But
we must ask ourselves
again, How did everything
start? There had to be a
beginning! And there was
a definite beginning! And
God is that beginning! So,
if the scientists are able to
prove that God put matter
or exotic particles
together, and condensed
them, and compressed
them to such an incredible
density, millions a n d
trillions of degrees
Fahrenheit, a degree
that is beyond human
comprehension, in order to
create the big bang, I can
believe it. You know why?
We can see some things in
God's creation that testify
of it. I can as such identify
with the big bang, and I will
tell you why. When we
consider the Millennium,
God Himself is going to
redesign this planet in the
day of the Lord for it. What
is He going to use? It is a
giant unimaginable
explosion. Oh, my! Isaiah
lets us know that! There is
going to come a
g i a n t earthquake of
unimaginable proportion. It
will rock this planet from
coast to coast. That is going
to set the earth into
convulsions on a scale like
we have never seen
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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before. It literally tilts the
earth out of its axis, so-tosay. Oh, my! Church, cities
disappear; plains appear
where there was none
before, as the earth is
belching with gigantic
volcanic eruptions, gigantic
tidal waves and tsunamis,
creating massive
landslides. Oil pipes snap,
Oil wells ignite, and the
earth burns with great
combustion. Oh, my! By the
time it is all over, the
earth gives you a new
t o p o g r a p h y, a n e w
landscape. You will see
mountains where it was a
plain; you will see a valley
where there was a
mountain before, because
God is going to literally redesign the topography of
the earth. Even Jerusalem
is going to be torn in two,
according to Zechariah 14:
4, and a mountain is going
to be lifted out of it. Church,
God will re-design
Jerusalem for His own
purpose. Look at man
today. When they want to
send a rocket into space,
what do they use? It is
dynamite! It is an explosion
that sets it on its mission to
Mars, and even to the
moon. So, already, I can
see the power of explosion.
Now, look at giant buildings
(I am talking of the western
world). You can see a
hundred storey building, a
sky scraper. They want to
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bring it down in-between
towers adjoining it on both
sides. Brothers and sisters,
this kind of explosion is
called implosion. What do
they use? Dynamite! But
they have learnt the law of
explosion. They know what
proportion of dynamite
to use, and where to
p u t i t . B r o t h e r s and
sisters, that monstrosity of
a building caves in, and
comes down gently. Yet, it
is by an explosion! Men
have learnt how to blow up
something, and not affect
any other building. It is
called implosion. And that
thing caves in neatly. All
you see is the dust it raises.
It does not break a glass in
the next tower. I have
watched documentaries on
it over and over on the
National Geographic
Channel. It is educating.
Brothers and sisters,
watching things like that
just broadens your
understanding of things
that go on in this world. Let
me say this, If men have
that knowledge, the ability
to do that, to manage
explosion, how much more
can God channel a mega,
mega explosion, to bring
about creation, just as man
uses explosions, to send
missions into space. Think
about it! You just have to
see that God is behind it all.
And till today, they have not
been able to proffer a better
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theory, as to negate or
nullify the big bang. God
compressed everything
together in the beginning.
All the particles, the gases,
the matter He used in this
giant explosion, were all
created by Him out of
nothing! The condensed
matter in this state of
singularity was like a hot
giant ball. And God made
everything, for we must still
consider where the
particles and gases used
for the big bang came from.
Precisely! Someone
produced it! In this state of
singularity, the heat of the
big ball must have been
extremely hot. It is beyond
our comprehension, but we
can just imagine it. And we
can only represent it on a
chart in our own little
w a y as mortals. That
compressed matter was so
hot, only God knows. It was
a great combustion! By the
time it had reached a
density that that
condensed matter would
explode, God's eye was on
everything, because He is
the greatest Scientist. God
is the greatest Scientist,
Physicist, Chemist, and
Mathematician there is. He
knew precisely what He
was doing, and how it
would all wind up! There is
none like Him! He is the one
behind positive science,
that is, scientific findings,
and inventions for the good
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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of man. He is source of giant balls of fire, those
inspiration.
giant particles or matter
were being hurled by that
And when the big bang explosion through space,
took place, and all the the scientists themselves
exotic particles scattered said, if it were point
through space, in what something, something,
looked like great chaos, something million degrees
God was watching each different to what it was,
piece, and directing every n o t h i n g w o u l d h a v e
particle. What an existed. Stephen
extremely complex and Hawking, in his book titled,
infinite mind and power The Illustrated Theory of
God has! I said when the Everything, stated on
big bang took place, and Page 71: “This picture of
those giant pieces were a Universe that started
hurled through space, God off very hot and cooled
Himself was monitoring as it expanded is in
them, and directing them, agreement with all the
in what looked like a observational evidence
chaotic state, determining that we have today.
where each one would go, Nevertheless, it leaves a
where each piece would number of important
stay, as He began to questions unanswered.
p o s i t i o n e a c h p i e c e , First, why was the early
precisely where He U n i v e r s e s o h o t ?
wanted it to be. They were Second, why is the
hot! They were like balls of Universe so uniform on a
fire in space, scattered large scale - why does it
here and there, with the look the same at all
whole Universe in extreme points of space and in all
heat from radiation, but yet directions? Third, why
with a divine purpose, did the Universe start
because I have to say: The out with so nearly the
Universe is so ordered, and critical rate of expansion
there is such harmony in to just avoid recollapse?
God's creation, a perfect If the rate of expansion
harmony, a cohesiveness, one second after the big
that you must know that this bang had been smaller
Universe cannot be by by even one part in a
chance. There has got to h u n d r e d t h o u s a n d
be a Mastermind, a Master m i l l i o n m i l l i o n , t h e
D e s i g n e r b e h i n d a l l Universe would have
creation! Precisely! And recollapsed before it
you know, when those ever reached its present
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size." (That is, the
Universe would have
ended up in a "Big
Crunch"). "On the other
hand, if the expansion
rate at one second had
been larger by the same
amount, the Universe
would have expanded so
much that it would be
effectively empty now…
Why is the Universe so
uniform, and expanding
at just the critical rate to
avoid recollapse?” The
reason is God. God is the
reason for such a perfect
scientific creation wonder!
This would lead me to say,
If such a small and
insignificant fraction as
that could make a
difference to the survival of
what God was doing, that if
there was a difference in
that fraction, the Universe
would not have existed,
then how precise God is!
How exact God is! How
perfect He is in all His
ways! What a perfect
Mathematician! What a
master Physicist! And
what a master Scientist
God is! There is none like
Him! He is God alone, and
there is none else, for the
Lord our God is one Lord!
Halleluyah! And what
depth of wisdom we also
have of Him as well. What
depth of knowledge and
understanding God has
given man, to enable us to
know to what degree He
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would allow things to go.
And it was perfect! That
cannot be a chance
occurrence! That is the
work of the Most High
God! You just have to see
a Mastermind; the
handiwork of the Almighty
Creator. Church, the world
started with a big bang,
and God was the Architect.
All those pieces were
hurled through space, God
directing everything,
directing where they would
be positioned, and He
hung them there. That is
why the Bible says, “In
The beginning God
created the heaven and
the earth.” I said that
means the heavens, but
earth is the focus. It may
have taken billions of
years for those giant balls
to cool down, and for
molecules to begin to
form, atoms, and all other
such things. The scientists
know all about that, as
God has given them the
ability, to scientifically
prove His creation, to give
man an understanding of
what is in the Universe, in
a lot of respects. The main
issue however, is, there is
a master Architect behind
everything, behind
creation, and He is the
Lord.
However, in the creation
of the Universe, the eye of
God was on one of the
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tiniest planets, the fifth
tiniest planet (counting
Pluto), and that is planet
earth. God was looking at
it. That is why God singled
it out in the record of
Genesis. Yet, you know,
when you look at the
Universe, it is not only
planet earth that is in the
Universe. Look at
Mercury. You also have
Venus. You have Earth.
You have Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
and Pluto, all together
making up the solar
system. Yet the Bible
does not mention all
those other planets by
name, except planet
earth, and except Jupiter.
And Jupiter was only
mentioned once, and in
an idolatrous way, in the
riot in Ephesus in Acts
chapter 19 verse 35:
“And when the
t o w n c l e r k h a d
appeased the people,
he said, Ye men of
Ephesus, what man is
there that knoweth not
how that the city of the
Ephesians is a
worshipper of the great
goddess Diana, and of
the image which fell
down from Jupiter?”
That is all we have in all
inspired record, of
Jupiter. No other planet is
mentioned. The focus of
God, and of the Bible, is
on earth, with its moon,
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and the sun. They are
spoken of and laid out in
much detail, from the Old
Testament, to the New
Te s t a m e n t . A l l o t h e r
planets are completely
blanked out of God's
written Word. However,
God spoke expressly
about four main bands or
groups of stars in the
book of Job, Orion,
Arcturus, Pleiades, and
Mazzaroth, which let us
see the almightiness of
God, and the bigness of
His creation. In chapter 9,
Job was speaking of
God's majesty. We will
take it from verses 4-10:
“He is wise in heart, and
mighty in strength: who
hath hardened himself
against Him, and hath
prospered? Which
r e m o v e t h t h e
mountains, and they
know not: which
overturneth them in His
anger. Which shaketh
The Earth out of her
place, and the pillars
thereof tremble. Which
commandeth The Sun,
and it riseth not; and
sealeth up The Stars.
W h i c h
a l o n e
SPREADETH OUT THE
HEAVENS, and treadeth
upon the waves of the
sea” (Now listen to the
next verse). “Which
maketh Arcturus, Orion,
and Pleiades , and the
chambers of the south.
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Which doeth great
things past finding out;
yea, and wonders
without number.” The
Lord also answered Job
out of the whirlwind, and
said: “…Canst thou bind
the sweet influences of
Pleiades, or loose the
bands” (i.e. the group)
“of Orion? Canst thou
bring forth Mazzaroth in
his season? Or canst
thou guide Arcturus
with his sons? Knowest
thou the ordinances of
heaven? canst thou set
the dominion thereof in
the earth? Canst thou
lift up thy voice to the
clouds, that abundance
of waters may cover
thee? Canst thou send
lightnings, that they
may go, and say into
thee, Here we are?”
(Job 38:28- 35). Only
God can do these great
and marvelous things. In
Amos chapter 5 verse 8, it
is also written: “Seek Him
that maketh the Seven
Stars and ORION, and
turneth the shadow of
death into the morning,
and maketh the day
dark with night: that
calleth for the waters of
the sea, and poureth
them out upon the face
of the earth: The Lord is
His Name.” In the
Scriptures quoted above,
we see four bands of stars
stand out: Orion,

Arcturus, Pleiades, and
Mazzaroth. Remember, a
star is a huge ball of
glowing gas in the sky. Do
not also forget that the
sun is also a star, a
medium sized star. In fact,
it is the only star close
enough to the earth to
look like a ball. The other
billions of stars are so far
away that they appear to
be no more than pinpoints
of light, even through
powerful telescopes. In
order to appreciate the
stars God talked about in
Job, we have to take a
little look at the sun. As I
earlier stated, the sun is
only a medium-sized star,
with a diameter that is
about 109 times that of
planet earth. The World
Book Encyclopedia lets us
know, the sun is one of the
many stars astronomers
call “Yellow Dwarfs”. And
although some stars have
a diameter that is onetenth that of the sun, other
stars have a diameter that
is 1,000 times bigger than
that of the sun.
Astronomers call these
huge stars, “Supergiants”.
One supergiant is a star
called Betelgeuse, which
has a diameter that is 460
times that of the sun. That
means if the sun grew to
be the size of Betelgeuse,
it would swallow up
Mercury, Venus, Earth,
and Mars! Think of it!
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What a size! And what a
star! But here is the
wonder of God. In the
World Book Encyclopedia,
Orion is described as “A
brilliant Constellation”
(i.e. a group of stars),
“that includes TWO OF
THE BRIGHTEST
STARS in the sky. The
bright red star,
Betelgeuse, marks
Orion's left shoulder.”
(Remember Betelgeuse
is a Supergiant, having a
diameter that is 460 times
that of the sun). “A bluewhite star called Rigel
marks his right foot"
(Please note that Rigel is
smaller than Betelgeuse,
and is farther away from
t h e e a r t h t h a n
Betelgeuse. Yet, Rigel
looks brighter than
Betelgeuse, due to the
fact that it is hotter, and it
therefore sends out more
light energy, making it
look brighter. It is the
brightest star in Orion,
and is as such the
brightest star in the sky).
" Tw o f a i n t e r s t a r s ,
Bellatrix and Saiph,
marks Orion's right
shoulder and left foot.
Orion is easily
identified by a row of
three stars forming his
belt. A sword, made up
of a row of faint stars,
dangles from his belt.
Two Nebulae (clouds of
gas and dust) are
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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located in Orion. The
Great Nebula in Orion
lies in the middle of his
sword. This Nebula is
visible as a misty spot
under a dark sky. The
Horsehead Nebula in
Orion's belt is very
difficult to see.” To
appreciate this description,
we must know that the word
“Nebula” comes from the
Latin word for cloud, and
astronomers use it today
for the cloud-like region of
dust and gases in the Milky
Way (i.e. our galaxy), and
other galaxies. Please note
that our entire solar system
(i.e. the nine planets, sun
and moon), lies only
NEAR THE EDGE of our
galaxy, which is called the
Milky Way, a spiral galaxy
in appearance and shape.
Think of it! Yet, there are
myriads of galaxies in the
Universe. How great this
Universe is! And how
great is our God! Just
think of how big Orion is,
holding a band of stars,
having two of the
brightest stars in the sky.
What of Arcturus? We
will now consider that,
and move on. Arcturus,
according to the World
Book Encyclopedia,
“also called “Alpha
Bootes”, is THE
FOURTH BRIGHTEST
STAR in the night sky.
It forms part of
“Bootes”, or the
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H e r d s m a n , a
Constellation that can
be observed in the
Northern Hemisphere.
ARCTURUS IS ABOUT
100 TIMES BRIGHTER
THAN THE SUN.” Think
of it! “Astronomers
classify Arcturus as a
“Red Giant”. The star's
diameter is 28 times as
large as that of the sun.
Arcturus appears
reddish-orange
because it is relatively
cool. Its surface
temperature is about
4000oC, only about twothirds as hot as the sun.
Arcturus is 36 lightyears from the earth. It
is moving toward the
earth at a rate of 5
kilometres per second.
Arcturus has a large
“proper motion”, which
is a change in the
position of a star
caused by the star's
movement through
space.” Arcturus' proper
motion is large enough to
be detected today.
The two stars referred to
above, and in the
Scripture, are actually
Constellations. However,
I will not take more time
by going into Pleiades
and Mazzaroth, for Orion
and Arcturus let us see
the extreme bigness of
God's creation, the
Universe. Really, man is
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nothing, and it will do
good to live for God, the
Creator of Orion and
Arcturus. This brings me
back to my initial
question: Why are the
other planets not
mentioned or talked
about in the Bible? Why is
the earth the planet we
see laid out in the Bible,
from Genesis to
Revelation? That is what
we want to find out in this
message. We want to
know why God singled out
planet earth in the
creation record of
Genesis. As children of
light, a people filled with
the Spirit, and having the
mind of Christ, we must
know why the eye of God
is on this planet, what
purpose it would serve,
and what next. We must
know because we are
following a true revelation
of God, for it is written:
“The secret of the Lord
is with them that fear
Him; and He will shew
them His Covenant" Psalm 25:14. It is further
written: "The secret of
God is with the
righteous". Precisely! So
we must ask: What about
the other planets? Yet,
planet earth is the third
planet from the sun, and
only the fifth largest
(counting Pluto). And
church, these planets are
millions and millions of
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miles apart, millions and
millions of kilometres
away from the sun. Look
at the distances:
·
Mercury, the closest
planet to the sun in
our Solar System, is
about 58 million
kilometres away
from the sun.
·
Venus follows
Mercury, and it is
about 108 million
kilometres away
from the sun.
·
Earth is next, and is
about 150 million
kilometres away
from the sun. It
means the earth is
about 42 million
kilometres from
Venus.
·
Mars comes after,
and is about 228
million kilometres
from the sun.
·
Jupiter follows
Mars, and is about
7 7 8 m i l l i o n
kilometres from the
sun, and is eleven
times bigger than the
earth.
·
Saturn comes next,
and is about 1,400
million kilometres
from the sun, and is
about ten times
bigger than planet
earth.
·
Uranus follows, and
is about 3,000
million kilometres
away from the sun.

·

·

Neptune comes
after Saturn, and is
about 4,500 million
kilometres from the
sun.
Pluto, the farthest
and the last planet in
the solar system, is
about 6,000 million
kilometres away
from the sun.

Some of these planets
are made up of solid rock,
and are considered
terrestrial planets, whilst
some are made up of
gases. And irrespective of
their make-up, there is a
divine purpose for all of
them. Yet, as I stated
e a r l i e r, a n d a s a n y
textbook on the Universe
will tell you, when you
look at the Universe, it is
rapidly expanding,
because the distance of
the earth to other galaxies
is getting wider! In the
1920's, Edwin Hubble
and his assistant, Milton
Humason, discovered
that the Universe is
expanding. By measuring
the light from other
galaxies, they realized
that all galaxies are
moving away from each
other, evidencing that the
Universe is indeed
expanding at an
incredibly fast rate. The
galaxies are expanding,
because space itself is
expanding, thereby
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increasing the distances
between the galaxies, in
some instances, by
millions of miles per hour!
But then I ask, Who is
responsible for that? Who
is responsible for the
expansion of the
Universe? It takes only an
infinite mind, and one with
an infinite power, the
Omnipotent God, for that
to be happening to the
Universe, and for the
Universe to still hold
together perfectly. Hence,
it is written in Isaiah
chapter 44 verse 24: “…I
am the Lord that maketh
all things; that
STRETCHETH FORTH
THE HEAVENS” (i.e.
One that lays it out; One
that is expanding the
Universe) “ALONE.”
Jeremiah chapter 10
verse 12 says the same
thing: “He hath made the
earth by His power, He
hath established the
world by His wisdom,
and hath STRETCHED
OUT the heavens by His
discretion.” God is the
one responsible for the
expansion of the
Universe. It is not a
surprise to God. Our God
indeed is awesome, and
is of infinite wisdom and
power. There is none like
Him! Everything is
functioning perfectly as
God ordained it. And that
is why tonight, they can
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tell us, the scientists can
tell us precisely where
Uranus would be in the
next one hundred years,
in relation to the sun, and
precisely where it was
one hundred years ago,
as it moves on its axis.
They can tell us precisely
where Jupiter would be in
twenty five years time, in
relation to the sun. Why?
Because there is perfect
order to God's creation!
The Universe is too
precise for any man not to
see God! It is too ordered
for anyone not to see a
Master Mind! That is the
Almighty God. The
Universe was not brought
into being by chance, and
neither is it functioning
smoothly and precisely by
chance! That is why, all a
scientist needs to do, is to
measure the mass,
velocity, and distance of a
planet, and he can tell us
precisely where it would
be in two hundred years
time! Yet, he is not
responsible for the
ordered, smooth, and
precise movement of the
planets in the Universe,
for he can only calculate
things, under God! This
Universe is too ordered,
most harmonious, and
perfectly cohesive, and
yet so complex, that it
demands a super being, a
higher intelligence, a
mastermind, to
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orchestrate it all. The
Universe is simply mind
boggling, in its complexity
and incredible detail and
expanse. Look at it, each
planet is millions of miles
away, but, yet, every one
is hanging perfectly in
space as a giant ball,
without falling, and
without running off
course. Look at the sun.
You can get many earths
out of the sun, in
diameter. It is that big! It is
a giant ball hanging in
space! Yet, it is only a
medium sized star! I ask,
Who hung it there? God
did! Everything hangs
there by the power of
God's Word! Everything
in creation is sustained by
the Word of God! It is a
fool that says in his heart,
“There is no God!” And
we live in a world that
have schooled (i.e.
educated) themselves
away from God. They
h a v e e d u c a t e d
themselves into spiritual
morons, “professors of
ignorance”, as Brother
Jackson often called
them, intellectual fools.
No wonder apostle Paul
declared in the book of
Romans chapter 1,
verses 21 & 22:
“Because that, when
they knew God, they
glorified Him not as
God, neither were
thankful; but became
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v a i n i n t h e i r
imaginations, and their
foolish heart was
darkened. Professing
themselves to be wise,
they became fools.” A
few weeks back, the
exact date, 8th March,
2006, one of the great
proponents I would say, of
the big bang theory, Sir
Roger Penrose, was
invited on the BBC
programme, Hard Talk.
T h a t We d n e s d a y, h e
brought out another
theory, shifting away from
the big bang theory, and
the interviewer was
asking him, “Don't you
think this is going to knock
what you have stood for
all these years? For over
three decades, you have
been expounding the
theory of the big bang.
N o w, w h a t y o u a r e
bringing out, don't you
think it is going to tear
everything down?” What
he was trying to do was to
take away the fact that
there was actually a
beginning! He was
denying a beginning of all
things! They are just a
confused ignorant bunch
of people. And it is only
because they do not want
God in the picture! He is
now saying we have
many beginnings! That
does not even make
sense! Because when
you think of it, at the end
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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of the day, there has got
to be a prime beginning of
everything, a beginning
creation of the Universe,
out of which came every
other thing! And the
interviewer was asking
him, “This thing about the
big bang; Don't you think
it has to take God to bring
it about?” He quickly
replied, “No, God has
nothing to do with it!” And
I looked at him, the way
he sat and carried on, so
full of himself, so cocky,
so great; He knows it all.
You know, these people
really think they are
something. With their
canary brains, they think
they know it all. God
haters! They know all
about the rocks, and all
about gases, the world's
thinkers, intellectual
giants. He looked at the
i n t e r v i e w e r, a n d h e
denied the God of all
creation! And I felt, yes,
This is precisely the kind
of humanity the devil was
looking for, to populate
this earth: Men of renown,
but with no record with
God. Church, we are
coming to it, because we
are dealing with the book
of Genesis throughout
these meetings. It is a
shame that humanity
would school itself to a
place that they actually
become stupid; a place
where they cannot even

recognize they have a
m a k e r. A n d t h a t i s
precisely why they cannot
see that the Universe God
created, has an eternal
purpose, because they do
not want to acknowledge
the God of all creation.
They can appreciate the
complexity and the
uniformity of the Universe
God created though.
They can appreciate the
incredible diversity, the
mind boggling variety,
and stunning beauty and
splendor of creation,
when they look at plants
and flowers, birds, fishes
in the sea, animals in the
fields, ants, and even
man, with his divine
ability, making him a little
god, or of the majesty and
expanse and complexity
of the Universe. No
wonder David declared in
the Psalms: “The
heavens” (i.e. the
Universe) “declare the
glory of God” (i.e. reveal
the majesty of God); “and
the firmament” (i.e. the
sky) “showeth His
handiwork.” (Psalm
19:1). And for all that, still
they do not see God, and
neither do they want to
acknowledge Him as
God. But they love His
Universe! They love the
world He made! They are
f a s c i n a t e d a n d
mesmerized by His
creation, but they hate the
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Creator, because they are
earth bound creatures
themselves, seeds of the
Serpent! And that is exactly
why some of them think this
Universe will eventually
collapse and come to an
end, simply because they
have no hope of eternal life.
A few factors in the
Universe, lead them to
such ridiculous
conclusions. Firstly, some
are concerned at the fast
and incredible rate of the
expansion of the
Universe, thinking that
overexpansion can cause
the Universe to eventually
disintegrate. Secondly,
some consider “Black
Holes”. A Black Hole is
said to be a three
dimensional object at the
very centre of each galaxy,
with a most powerful
gravitational field,
capable of capturing and
crushing anything that
comes too close.
Astronomers believe that
there is a Supermassive
black hole at the heart of
every galaxy. Into it,
energy, stars, and other
heavenly bodies collapse
and disappear. It sucks
everything like an
insatiable monster! Their
fear is that the planet
earth may eventually get
sucked into the Black
Hole. Thirdly, scientists
give the sun only about
five - ten billion years
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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before it burns out, and
this spells doom for the
earth, as extreme cold
and darkness would set
in, heralding the end of
the planet. This fear is
increased by the fact that
the Ozone Layer (or
Ozonosphere) is
depleting. What is
Ozonosphere? The World
Book Encyclopedia
defines it as, “A region of
concentrated Ozone in
the outer stratosphere
and the mesosphere,
located about twenty to
forty miles above the
earth's surface. It
shields the earth from
excessive ultraviolet
radiation.” This radiation
comes from the sun.
Moreover, the heat of the
sun is getting hotter,
creating global warming,
and bringing about
climate change. However,
these people forget that
the Word of the Lord has
to play on all these things.
But since the world do not
want God, but rather, are
serving a material god, a
god of money, silver and
gold, God too has given
them over to the fear of
the unknown. But we as
bride saints are following
a revelation, and we have
nothing to fear, because
there is no fear in love, for
perfect love casts out
fear. We have the mind of
Christ, and have a
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revelation of what is going
on, and of that which is to
c o m e , a n d w h y. F o r
instance, Isaiah
prophesied: “Moreover
the light of the moon
shall be as the light of
the sun” (And we know
the moon is only a
reflector of the light of the
sun. That just lets us see
how hot the ultraviolent
rays of the sun will get in
t h a t d a y. I s a i a h
continued:) “and the
light of the sun shall be
SEVENFOLD, as the
light of seven days"
(Isaiah tells us when, for
he stated:) "In the day
that the Lord bindeth up
the breach of His
people, and healeth the
stroke of their wound”
(i.e. In the 70th Week of
Daniel) - Isaiah 30:26.
Apostle John in his
revelation confirms this
prophecy, in Revelation
chapter 16 verses 8 & 9:
“And the fourth angel
poured out his vial upon
the sun; and power was
given unto him to
scorch men with fire.
And men were scorched
with great heat, and
blasphemed the name
of GOD, WHICH HATH
POWER over these
plagues: and they
repented not to give
Him glory.” What
purpose has the
increased intensity of the
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sun to serve? It is divine
judgment! God is going to
judge this world for their
wicked rebellion and
gross unbelief! This will
happen in the Last Week
of Daniel, when God
begins to pour His vials of
wrath upon ungodly
humanity, from the middle
of the Week, after the
healing or revival of
Israel, a revival which
takes place in the first half
of the Week (i.e. in the
first 3½ years). The truth
is, God is the one with the
power over the sun, and
indeed, over the entire
Universe, for everything
is sustained by the power
of His Word, for He alone
created the Universe, and
He alone is the Controller
over all creation, animate
or inanimate (i.e. living
things, and non-living
things). Absolutely! He
determines what goes,
and everything is working
perfectly according to His
will, and there is nothing
to fear for the people of
God. We live today in a
world filled with fear, for
the world is crumbling.
Everything seems to be
falling apart around us.
The leaders of the world
do not have a clue, and
neither do they have any
solution, but we do, for
everything is speaking of
the coming of the Lord.
The coming of Jesus
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Christ is the only answer
to the enormous
problems of the world. As
such, as children of light,
we must look at things
strictly from a Scriptural
standpoint, that is, we
must look at things strictly
from a revelatory
standpoint, for it gives us
the mind of God. Therein
lies our peace, security,
and true prosperity, not a
transient or temporary
one, but an eternal one.
Amen. With respect to the
expansion of the
Universe, we just must
realize that the God of the
Universe is the one
completely in charge of
the expansion. The
Universe is expanding,
precisely as God wants it
to expand, that it may
serve His divine purpose.
It will not disintegrate!
God is the one in charge,
and not any scientist!
Moreover, Black Holes
cannot destroy planet
earth. I can tell you that
right now. And neither will
the sun ever burn out, no
matter the intensity with
which it burns, for the sun
is in prophecy of the
Bible, in the eternal age.
Black Holes are also
serving a purpose of
elimination, as God
desires, but the purpose
of God for this planet
earth, and for the
Universe, is an eternal
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one. Let us get that
straight! With Black
Holes, any residue of
creation, or things that
have served a purpose,
and need to be taken off
the scene (i.e. taken off
the Universe), get taken
out by Black Holes. They
are like cleaning agents
(vacuum cleaners) of God
in the Universe, to mopup the unwanted residue
of creation. Simple! We
have to look at it with the
eye of understanding
Christ gives us. For it is
not for nothing when God
declared through prophet
Isaiah: “I have made the
earth… I, even my
h a n d s ,
h a v e
STRETCHED out the
heavens, and ALL
THEIR HOST HAVE I
COMMANDED” (Isaiah
45:12). What is the Lord
saying here? He alone is
responsible for the
Universe, its functioning,
and the distances that are
in it, with all that is in it,
whether they be planets,
galaxies, stars, asteroids,
or any matter in the
U n i v e r s e . G o d
determines everything,
and everything in the
Universe, is working
according to His will, for
He made everything.
Amen. That reminds me
of the Word of the Lord in
Isaiah chapter 44 verses
24-27: “Thus saith the
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Lord, thy Redeemer,
and He that formed thee
from the womb, I am
the Lord that MAKETH
ALL THINGS, that
STRETCHED FORTH the
heavens alone; that
SPREADETH ABROAD
the earth by myself; that
frustrateth the tokens of
the liars, and maketh
diviners mad; that
turneth wise men
backward, and maketh
their knowledge
foolish… That saith to
the deep, Be dry, and I
will dry up thy rivers.”
The Lord asked Job:
“Where wast thou when I
laid the foundations of
the earth? Declare, if
thou hast understanding.
Who hath laid the
measures thereof, if thou
knowest? Or who hath
stretched the line upon
it? Whereupon are the
foundations thereof
fastened? Or who laid the
corner stone thereof… Or
who shut up the sea with
doors, when it brake
forth, as if it had issued
out of the womb? When I
made the cloud the
garment thereof, and
thick darkness a
swaddlingband for it;
And brake up for it my
decreed place, and set
bars and doors, And said,
Hitherto shalt thou come,
but no further: and here
shall thy proud waves be
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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stayed? Hast thou
commanded the morning
since thy days; and
caused the dayspring to
know his place.” (Job
38:4-12). Saints of the
Lord, God is the one in
control of everything in the
Universe, the God who
placed every law by which
all things are to function.
Nothing will get out of line,
except what God allows for
His purpose. You must be
certain of that.
Therefore, let every saint
of God be assured, THE
SALVATION WE HAVE
O F C H R I S T, I S A N
ETERNAL ONE. And as
God is redeeming man,
so is He redeeming planet
earth. As such, as God
endures, so shall the
earth and the Universe of
God endure. That is why
Revelation chapters 21
and 22 give us an eternal
age on planet earth, the
8 t h d a y, a f t e r t h e
Millennium, when God
will fill this planet with His
presence, as He fills the
entire body of His
redeemed children, with
the fullness of Himself,
even as it is written: “And
I heard a great voice out
of heaven saying,
Behold, the tabernacle
of God is with men, and
He will dwell with them,
and they shall be His
people, and God
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Himself shall be with
them, and be their God”
- Revelation 21:3. All
through eternity, it shall
be perfect peace and joy,
for nothing evil shall ever
befall this planet again.
And man will also have a
perfect harmonious
relationship with planet
earth. It will remain all
through eternity in a
perfect state. This is the
promise of God. That is
why Christ died, and so
shall it be. “The just shall
live by faith”, and not by
what the scientists say,
for God is more than
science, and He can defy
the laws of science, for
He is sovereign! He can
override any natural law,
for we serve a living God!
Saints of God, we should
be able to look at things
through the eye of faith,
for God does not fail. “We
walk by faith and not by
sight.” That is, we walk
by revelation, and not by
carnal conception. There
is a divine purpose for
creation, and nothing can
change that.
Brothers and sisters, when
we look at our solar
system, which I put here
on the chart, we see the
layout of the various
planets in relation to the
sun, and as they revolve
around it, or as they orbit
the sun. This first chart lets
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us see which planet is first,
and which planet follows
what. On it we see the nine
major planets laid out in
order, as measured by
their distance from the
sun. But when you look at
the same planets on this
chart, (Brother Amos is
referring to chart 2), what a
complex solar system it is!
What a complex world!
Everything is revolving
round the sun! What a ball
of light the sun is! It is a
serious light. It is a serious
inferno burning there. And
yet to think that we are
millions of miles away from
it, and still feel its effect.
And to think that it still
takes an atmospheric
shield, keeping us from
being burned outright, by
the ultraviolet rays of the
sun! I ask, Who designed
it? Who made it so? It
takes God, a sovereign
Spirit, who has everything
in His control, and who
knows what He is doing,
one who is Omnipotent,
and one who makes
everything exact, and who
ensures that everything is
working out precisely as
He ordained. Remember,
God does not do anything,
and neither will He allow
anything, that will defeat
His own counsel.
Impossible! That is how
perfect God is in all His
ways. Look at the
Universe, and in particular,
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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look at our solar system.
Every planet moves on its
axis. And church, one
planet does not go offcourse, and knock into the
other, or knock off the
other. Who puts it on
course? Who keeps it on
course? How come it is on
course? It is God! There is
a mega giant, mega
complex magnetic web,
an ultra-powerful
gravitational force God
has woven around the
planets, to keep them all
together, and keep them
on course. So, if they say
the world started with a big
bang, we believe it. It does
not take away our faith. If
they can prove that, we do
not have a problem with it.
And scientists have been
searching all over
creation, trying to bring
everything in their
knowledge to prove the
reality of the big bang. But
they become foolish when
they deny the very being
who made the big bang,
because everything in
space did not get there by
accident! And neither did it
get there by itself. It did
not!
Coming back to our
original thought, having
laid out the creation of the
Universe, when we look
at the book of Genesis in
chapter 1 verse 1, the
Bible states: “In The
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beginning God created
the heaven and the
earth.” Saints of God, in
this record, the Lord is
separating the creation of
the earth, from the
creation of the Universe,
thereby placing emphasis
on planet earth, which is
the third planet away from
the sun. It is singled out
and mentioned, in this
creation record. I ask
again, Why is that
emphasis there? That is
precisely what we now
want to bring out in this
message, for that verse of
Scripture is a clue, a key
that unlocks the
knowledge of something.
It is our first clue. We have
two other clues. I
remember the time when
the scientists used to feel
that the world, the earth,
was flat, and that it was at
the centre of the
Universe. At the end of
the day, a lot is all mere
assumption. These
scientists assume a lot,
and only because they
would not look to God.
Then they realized they
were wrong. It is a ball. If
only they looked in Isaiah.
Prophet Isaiah let them
know it is a ball, over 700
years before Christ. Look
at verse 22 of Isaiah 40:
“It is He that sitteth
upon THE CIRCLE OF
THE EARTH, and the
inhabitants thereof are
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as grasshoppers.”
Halleluyah! Right there,
over 700 years B.C.,
Isaiah told them, the earth
is not flat; it is a circle! It is
round like a giant ball!
Yet, the Roman Catholic
Church persecuted
Galileo Galilei, an Italian
physicist and astronomer,
for stating that the earth is
round, and made him
recant, on the pain of
death! But, the earth is
round! Galileo, who lived
from 1564-1642 A.D., was
forced to stand trial
before the Inquisition,
and was forced to revoke
the views of Nicolaus
Copernicus he held.
Copernicus, who lived
from 1473-1543 A.D.,
held that the earth was
round, and that it rotated
on its axis. This was
contrary to general belief
at that time, and the
Church of Rome, not
wanting advancement in
the study of Sciences, in
order to keep people
bound in ignorance, and
hence, in bondage to
them, forced Galileo to
affirm that the earth was
the centre of the
Universe, and that it was
stationary and flat.
However, Galileo was
said to have muttered
quietly as he rose from his
knees: “E pur si muore”,
that is, the earth still
moves! Because his
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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recanting does not stop
the rotation of the earth
on its axis around the sun!
The earth remains round,
not flat! That is why, if you
are going from California
to Japan, church, you are
not going to take a plane
to cross all the way from
the west coast to the east
coast of the United
States, and go via New
York or Washington, and
go all the way across the
Atlantic Ocean, crossing
all over Europe to get to
Japan. That would be an
Israelite's journey! You
know you would not do
that! You would simply go
the other way round, pass
through Honolulu, and
you would immediately be
in Japan. Is that right?
Yes! You know that is the
truth! It shows the world is
round, that is, our world,
planet earth, is round. It
hangs in space as a big
ball, and God is the
architect of it. But it is not
the only ball hanging in
space in the Universe,
even though it is singled
out in the record of
Genesis. And it is not the
only planet with a moon.
So, God is not setting it
apart from other planets
because it has a moon.
Some other planets have
more moons! For
instance, Uranus has 15
moons, whilst Jupiter has
16, and Saturn has 18.
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Therefore, the reason
God set planet earth apart
in the record of creation in
Genesis, has to have a
spiritual purpose. But
undoubtedly, the setting
apart of the earth in God's
record is a pointer to
something. It is infact, the
first pointer to the fact that
planet earth is to serve a
special purpose of God.
But what is that purpose?
It is this: The earth was
singled out in the record
of creation in Genesis
1:1, because it would be
the beginning planet for
the introduction of life,
and for the testing of
angels and man, beings
made in God's image, for
eternity. This fact will get
clearer as we proceed in
this message. We will
now move on to consider
another pointer, God
buried in His Word.
Prophet Isaiah gives us
another clue, in chapter
45 verse 18: “For thus
saith the Lord that
created the heavens;
God Himself that
formed the earth and
made it; He hath
established it, HE
CREATED IT NOT IN
VAIN.” Here the Lord
plainly declares that
planet earth was not
created in vain! That is, it
was not created for
nothing! There is a divine
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objective for the creation
of this planet! Precisely!
But what is that
objective? Prophet Isaiah
also plainly gave it to us,
for he continued: “HE
FORMED IT TO BE
INHABITED!” Hence, in
verse 12, Isaiah also
stated: “I have made the
earth, AND CREATED
MAN UPON IT." This lets
us see without a shadow
of doubt, that planet
earth, one of the planets
in the solar system,
serves a divine purpose,
for on planet earth, God
introduced life, for He
made it to be inhabited!
Thus saith the Word of
God! The earth was to
serve as the planet where
life was to be introduced!
Precisely! But by
extension, considering
Isaiah 45: 18, we must
then ask, Did God create
the other planets in vain?
Did He create them for
nothing? Do they not also
have a divine objective, a
divine purpose of God to
serve? Of course they all
do! You have to see that!
And if you do not, I then
have to ask you, What are
you going to do with
Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn and the
other planets? Are you
going to blank them out as
irrelevant? You have to
consider all the other
planets as well! You also
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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have to consider the
Universe! For this
Universe is a whole lot
bigger than the solar
system, as big as it is! As
a matter of fact, the solar
system only occupies a
small portion of our
galaxy, for it is only on the
edge of it! (See chart 3). It
is on the edge of the Milky
Way! So, we can say this,
for this is how it really
should read: “In the
beginning God made the
Universe and the earth.” I
ask again, Why is the
earth singled out? I
repeat, It is singled out
because it is God's focal
planet or focal point!
Why? Because it is going
to be the beginning of
what God is going to put
in the Universe, as living
beings! God decided in
His creation, He will first
make the various planets,
and all the heavenly
bodies, but within all
those planets hanging in
space in the Universe, is
planet earth. But on
planet earth, would be
the beginning of His
introduction of life, not
just plant and animal life,
but human life. But before
human life, He was going
to first introduce angelic
life, which is a higher form
of life than man, for man is
a little lower than angels,
according to the
Scriptures. So that gives
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us first an era of angels,
before the era of man.
That is why when I first
took the Genesis series,
when we left Genesis:
The Creation Of The
Universe, we went to
Genesis: The Eden Of
Angels, before we came
to, Genesis: The Eden Of
Man. These are on tape;
we are not going there in
this message. You can
get the tapes. But I am
trying to show you
something. I pray that
God would help me.
Saints of God, look at it.
God's focus was on
planet earth. That is why,
like Brother Jackson
would say, “The earth is
God's laboratory.” And I
believe that was an
inspiration from God, a
loose end. I call it a loose
end because he never
explained it, nor did he
preach on it. But
o b v i o u s l y, B r o t h e r
Jackson was looking at
the earth in relation to the
other planets. Then
another time, he dropped
another statement: “The
Lake of fire is on
another planet.” What is
all that telling you?
Put two and two
together: If the earth is
God's laboratory, then
that is the starting point of
the introduction of life,
even as Prophet Isaiah
vindicates, but that is not
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the ending point.
Precisely! Because there
is a divine objective for
the whole of creation!
Listen to me, saints of
God, Isaiah chapter 45
verse 18 is a most crucial
text, for you must realize
on the strength of that
verse, that God did not
also make those
planetary bodies for
nothing, just to hang as
balls in space! God did
not create them to have
no significance, no use,
other than just to be
rotating on their axis! Or
is it that God just loves the
thrill of watching them
rotate around the sun? I
have to say it like that,
because you have to see
something! You have got
to see a positive and
divine objective for all
these other planets as
well, for God does not
make anything for
nothing! And now that we
are at the ending of the
world, God is giving us a
glimpse into eternity, in
relation to God's objective
for the other planets He
created along with planet
earth. Church, that is why
the Bible says: “In The
beginning” (Which
gives us a timeless
expression), “God
created the heaven.”
That stands for plural
heaven, for it is a
collective noun, meaning
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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the Universe. And as
such, if you do not see
Neptune, Pluto, Mercury,
Venus, Mars, and all the
other planets in that
“heaven” of verse 1, you
see nothing. That is why I
earlier said, God did not
create the earth, aside
from when He created the
other planetary bodies.
Can I hear Amen?! When
He created the planets,
He did not single out
planet earth to create
earth alone. It was
created along with all the
other planets. Period!
That is why, today, it is not
only planet earth that is in
space as a ball. There are
other planets. We know
that. Some are closer to
the sun, and some are
farther away. We have
considered their distance.
And we are not the
biggest planet. We are
not even one of the
biggest. So as bride
saints, the wise virgins,
we must understand what
God means when in
Genesis 1:1 Moses wrote:
“In The beginning God
created the heaven AND
THE EARTH!” We must
know why the earth is
singled out in the record
of creation. That lets us
see He created the
Universe, but His focus
was on planet earth.
Why? It would be His
laboratory, the beginning
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planet for the introduction
of life. Life would be
introduced first on this
planet, but it would not
end with planet earth. But
that life introduced, would
also be tested, and planet
earth would also be the
testing ground. Precisely!
What we must realize is
that this planet has
served, and is currently
serving, for the testing of
something. Angels, who
are spirit beings, created
also in God's image, were
tested before man's era.
They were first tested,
and this same planet was
their testing ground. That
is precisely why we took a
message, as part of the
Genesis series, titled,
Genesis: The Eden Of
Angels. In that test, one
third of the angels fell,
and lost their first estate,
becoming demons. God
wiped out the pre-historic
creation that served as
the means of their testing,
and introduced man, in
Adam's era. Man was
also placed on this planet,
on a free moral agency
basis, that is, with a
human will or volition,
which is the right to
choose, for God is not
looking for robots to
worship Him. However,
man also fell, but God
instituted an elaborate
plan of salvation, for the
redemption of Adam's
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fallen race. And we are
today being tested for
faithfulness to the truth of
Jesus the Christ, our Lord
a n d S a v i o u r. W h y ?
Because God is testing
everything created in His
own image, for
faithfulness, before they
are introduced into
eternity on this planet.
Angels are spirit beings,
but men are human (i.e.
physical) beings,
ordained to inhabit a
physical world God has
created. But everything
that is to make up God's
family, angels and men,
are tested for eternity.
And nothing will pass into
eternity, that has not
passed God's test. That is
settled. I have gone into
that to let us see that this
planet has served, and is
serving as God's testing
ground, as well as the
beginning planet for the
introduction of life. Hence
it is written: “In The
beginning God created
the heaven and the
earth.” Planet earth is
singled out from all other
planets, because it is the
focal point of God, being
the beginning point, for
the introduction of life, but
not the ending point. That
is, life will not end with
planet earth, for the other
planets will also serve a
positive and divine
objective of God. And that
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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is precisely what God is
seeking to have us know
at this very tail end of
human time. To prove
this, we want to see
another clue, a third clue,
for God has left pointers
in His Word.
When we go to Revelation
chapter 20, something
stands out clear as
daylight, clear as crystal.
Follow me. Here the white
throne judgment is set.
We will pick it up from
verse 11: “And I saw a
great white throne, and
him that sat on it, from
whose face the earth
and the heaven fled
away; and there was
found no place for them.
And I saw the dead,
small and great, stand
before God; and the
books were opened:
and another book was
opened, which is the
book of life: and the
dead were judged out of
those things which
were written in the
books, according to
t h e i r w o r k s . ”
Remember, the bride is
not there in that judgment
to be judged. Rather, she
sits as judge, with Christ
as chief judge, even as it
is written, “Do ye not
know that the saints
shall judge the world?…
know ye not that we
shall judge angels?....” -
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1 Corinthians 6: 2-3. And
the saints of God all
through the ages would
not be there to be judged
e i t h e r, b e c a u s e t h e y
would have been
resurrected already to
partake in the Millennium.
So the dead to be raised
up to stand before the
white throne, are the
wicked dead, those that
have been dead all
through ages of time,
people who have no
eternal life attribute in
them at all, including
those who die in the
Millennium. But
remember, whoever dies
in the Millennium, dies as
a result of judgment,
because they have an
opportunity to live the
entire duration of the
Millennium. But those
who die in the Millennium,
are people born in the
Millennium. I am not
talking of those who
passed over into the
Millennium, because
those who passed over
into the Millennium
receive eternal life at the
end of it. But I am
referring to those people
who were born in the
Millennium. I make that
distinction because
whoever passes into the
Millennium will have
eternal life, for they are
also elected, according to
Matthew 25: 31-46
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parable. Note verse 46.
They are also elected of
God. And at the end of the
Millennium, they will
receive eternal life. So we
are talking about those
who were born to them,
those who were born to
the sheep Nations, the
mortal elements that are
allowed to pass into the
Millennium, whom God
would use to repopulate
the earth in the
Millennium, over whom
Christ and his bride will
reign. But they will give
birth, and children will be
born to them. But they will
also be tested at the end
of the Millennium, when
Lucifer will be released
for a short while, to
muster them to organize a
coup against Christ and
his bride, which would be
a failed coup. Halleluyah!
But this is where I am
going: The people who
are born in the Millennium
have a privilege to live out
the entire one thousand
years. If they die in the
Millennium, it is only as a
result of one thing:
Judgment! That is why the
sinner being a hundred
years old shall die a
cursed death. Death is
the only penalty, and he
shall be thought to be a
b a b y. B e c a u s e w h e n
longevity of life has been
restored, a hundred year
old person is like a ten
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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year old on a ratio. Place
it on a scale of man's age
limit of 72 years for today.
Because then, they can
live the entire one
thousand years! And
children born unto the
sheep Nations (the
Millennial subjects), have
the privilege of living the
entire length of the
Millennium. So if they die,
they die as a result of only
one thing: Judgment! As
such, those who die in the
Millennium, must also
come before the white
throne judgment. But that
is not the emphasis of my
message tonight, and I do
not want to go too much in
it, so that I do not lose
you. But we must
understand that
everything that will enter
eternity, God is taking it
through the test. This
includes angels and man.
All we are going through
today in the faith, is a test
for eternity. There is no
one that is going to enter
into eternity that will not
be tested. Hence I am
trying to show the testing,
for you must remember,
that even the Millennial
subjects, mortal people
who are allowed to pass
into the Millennium, are
also tested in their
attitude towards the
tribulation saints, in the
Last Week of Daniel!
Precisely! The testing is
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different, but it is the
same God testing us all.
And when you consider
the children born in the
Millennium to these
mortal subjects (Are you
with me?), at the hour
when Satan is bound,
having not known
temptation of the devil,
that is why after the
Millennium, Satan is
released for a while. What
is he going to do? He is
going to be used to test
those born in the
Millennium, because
nothing enters eternity
without going through a
test! That lets us see that
the earth is indeed God's
laboratory! But this is
where I am going, for the
third clue gives us
something. Here God
gives us a beautiful
insight. We want to take a
close look at what the
revelation of Jesus says
in this white throne
judgment setting. From
verse 13 of Revelation
chapter 20, it states:
“And the sea gave up
the dead...” Remember,
the graves in the earth
have already given up
their dead, according to
verse 12. Can I hear
Amen?! Precisely!
Because apostle John
declared: “And I saw the
dead, small and great,
stand before God… and
t h e d e a d w e r e
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judged…” So the dead in
the earth are already
raised up! The earth itself,
the earth's crust, has
given up its dead! Now,
God turns His attention to
the sea in verse 13: “And
the sea gave up the
dead which were in it.”
But in the Scriptures, we
do not see the moon
giving up any dead,
because there will be no
dead person from the
moon, and there will be no
dead person from planet
Mars either. They have
messed up planet earth, it
is not the moon or Mars
God will allow them to
mess up with their dead
bodies. We will take verse
13 again: “And the sea
gave up the dead which
were in it.” Watch: for
this is the clue: “And
death” (itself) “and hell”
(itself) “DELIVERED UP
THE DEAD WHICH
WERE IN THEM: and
they” (the dead) “were
judged every man
according to their
works.” Here comes the
clincher in verse 14, for it
gives us a very serious
c l u e : “ A N D D E AT H ”
(itself) “AND HELL”
(itself) “WERE CAST
INTO THE LAKE OF
FIRE. This is the second
death.” Here, death and
hell are themselves cast
into the lake of fire. What
are we looking at here?
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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We are looking here at the
two spirits, the spirit of
death, and the spirit of
hell! Their end is also the
lake of fire. But I now have
to ask: What does the
casting of death and hell
into the lake of fire show
us? What does this
signify? It shows that the
lake of fire is not on this
planet. It is not! Why?
Because if God totally
removes all the dead from
the earth and sea, and
then also removes the
presence of death and
hell from this earth, and
throws them all into the
lake of fire, then, the lake
of fire is definitely not on
this planet. It cannot be
on this planet! Another
planet has to serve as a
lake of fire. Precisely! But
we must then ask: What is
God's objective for not
putting the lake of fire on
planet earth? It is simply
to get rid of every
presence of sin, death
and hell from planet
earth! Why? Because that
is the objective of
redemption! It is the
essence of redemption!
The end objective of
redemption is the
removal of every
presence (every trace)
of sin (evil), death, and
hell, from planet earth.
Absolutely! No sin, no vice,
no curse, no negativity, no
evil presence, will remain
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on planet earth, when
redemption is all over, and
hence, the lake of fire
cannot be, and will not be,
on planet earth. The earth
must be fully redeemed,
and completely restored, to
a perfect and harmonious
state, the state it was,
before sin came into the
picture, in the days of
Lucifer. That is why the
white throne judgment
constitutes the last process
of redemption and
restoration. It is the very
end of all negativities (i.e.
the end of everything that is
evil). For this we will take a
look at 1 Corinthians
chapter 15 verses 24-28. It
is a popular text, and a
beautiful text, for those who
have a true revelation. But
it is also a text that can give
stomach trouble to those
without a true revelation of
the Godhead. It records:
“Then cometh the end....”
What end? The end of
redemption! That is,
redemption is now
complete! It is complete,
not only for man, but also
for the planet! God can now
have all His redeemed
children and planet earth
back, in perfect eternal
harmony with himself. I will
take it again: “Then
cometh the end, when
he” (Christ) “shall have
delivered up the kingdom
to God, even the Father;
WHEN HE SHALL HAVE
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PUT DOWN ALL RULE
AND ALL AUTHORITY
AND POWER. For he”
(Christ) “must reign, till
He” (that is, God) “hath
put all enemies under
His” (Christ's) “feet. THE
L A S T E N E M Y T H AT
SHALL BE DESTROYED
IS DEATH." (Note that.
Destroying death itself is
the last process of
redemption). "For He”
(God) “hath put all things
under His” (Christ's) “feet.
But when He” (God)
“saith all things are put
under him” (under Christ),
“it is manifest that He”
(God) “is excepted, which
did put all things under
him” (under Christ). That
means, when the
Scriptures declare that “At
the name of Jesus, every
knee shall bow, of things in
heaven, and on earth...”,
you do not put God in that
category. Just do not put
God in that category! Fullstop! Otherwise, you
become a fool! The Bible
continues: “And when all
things shall be subdued
unto him” (Unto the Son;
unto Christ), “then shall
the Son also himself be
subject unto Him” (God).
And do not ever think Jesus
will become an
abracadabra; that he will
cease to exist. Are you with
me?! He does not cease to
exist! The Word of God
declares: “…Then shall
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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the Son also HIMSELF BE
SUBJECT unto Him.” The
Bible did not say he will
disappear! It says Christ
shall “be subject unto
Him” (That is, subject to
God)! Nothing that ceases
to exist can be in subjection
to God! It says Christ shall
be in subjection to “Him
that put all things under
him” (Under Christ). What
is the objective: “THAT
GOD MAY BE ALL IN
ALL” over all creation,
including planet earth!
Why? Because redemption
is over! Redemption, which
God accomplishes through
His Son, and for which
Christ was invested with
the authority of God over
the planet, is over!
Absolutely! Where does
that take us? It takes us
straight to Revelation
chapter 21! We are looking
at the eternal age, after the
white throne Judgment! We
are coming to it. But note
that the last enemy to be
dealt with is death. But
where is the abode of
death? It is in hell ! God
therefore takes death and
hell, and throws them both
in the lake, signifying that
the lake of fire is not on
planet earth.
The last official ceremony
of redemption and
restoration Christ will
perform, is the handing
over of the planet back to
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God, in a perfect state.
And all through eternity,
Christ will be our elder
brother (Romans 8:29).
But please remember, the
perfect day is not the hour
of the perfection of the
bride, which God will
accomplish today through
the Ephesian five fold
ministry. Because with
the perfection of the bride
saints in this last church
age, we are still not in the
perfect day yet! Sin will
still abound in the earth!
Can I hear Amen?!
Precisely! The perfect
day is the perfect age,
and that is the 8th day,
when we enter into
eternity. The Millennium
is the 7th day. That is the
earth's sabbath. But the
8th day is a “new
beginning”, and it is
e t e r n i t y, e n d l e s s ,
timeless, ageless, a world
without end. That is the
perfect day, even as it is
written: "For we know in
part, and we prophesy
in part. But when that
which is perfect is
come, then that which is
in part shall be done
away. When I was a
child, I spake as a child,
I understood as a child, I
thought as a child: but
when I became a man, I
put away childish
things. For now we see
through a glass, darkly;
but then face to face:
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Now I know in part; but
then shall I know even
as also I am known"
(1Cor. 13: 9-12). That is in
eternity! Paul is talking of
the perfect age! But what
does the perfect day
usher in for planet earth?
It shows you that God, in
that day, has taken away,
or has removed from this
planet, through Jesus the
Christ, all attributes and
traces of sin (evil), death,
and hell. As such, when
we enter that 8th day, that
is, when we enter into
eternity, on planet earth,
there will be no evidence
or presence of Satan,
demons, sin, death, hell,
evil, sickness, diseases,
pain, sorrow, sadness or
disappointment. There will
be absolutely nothing evil
or negative, but absolute
good, absolute purity.
Unbelievers will not be
there, and neither will
there be idolaters,
muslims, hindus,
agnostics, atheists,
skeptics or hypocrites; no
i m m o r a l i t y, c r i m e o r
violence, and no
preachers of lies (i.e.
preachers of untruth) will
be there. For it is written:
“For without are dogs,
and sorcerers, and
whoremongers, and
murders, and idolaters,
and whosoever loveth
and maketh a lie” Revelation 22:15.
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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Nothing that offends shall
be there. We will give God
perfect worship, and
serve His perfect divine
purpose, all through
e t e r n i t y. T h e e a r t h ,
brothers and sisters, at
that time, has entered into
its perfectness! That is
the essence of God
redeeming the earth! But
remember, in the
Millennium, there is still
death! Can I hear Amen?!
Yes! Yet, the 7th day, the
Millennium, is a reign of
peace and prosperity, for
it is the rule of the
righteous; it is the age of
regeneration. But in the
Millennium, there is still
death! Therefore there is
still sorrow! And there is
sin, even though the devil
is bound and cannot
tempt mortal men during
this period. That is why
the penalty for sin in
that day is death!
There is sin because of
unregenerated mankind
who will be born unto the
Millennial subjects, who
are mortals. But that does
not obtain in eternity, for
in the eternal age, in that
perfect day, all is eternal
bliss! The earth is not only
brought into perfection, it
is also filled with perfect
inhabitants! Halleluyah!
The very objective God
has in creating planet
earth, is accomplished.
The objective He has in
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setting it apart in the
record of the creation of
the Universe, in Genesis
1:1, is fully realized. God
now has a perfect planet,
with a perfect calibre of
inhabitants, living in
perfect eternal harmony
with the planet, and with
Himself. And even in the
eternal age, there is no
more sea. I said there is
no more sea! You still
have bodies of water, like
lakes and rivers, but no
more sea! Already, in the
Millennium, the enmity
between man and the
animal kingdom is
completely removed, for it
is written: “The wolf also
shall dwell with the
lamb, and the leopard
shall lie down with the
kid; and the calf and the
young lion and the
fatling together; and a
little child shall lead
them. And the cow and
the bear shall feed; their
young ones shall lie
down together: and the
lion shall eat straw like
the ox. And the sucking
child shall play on the
hole of the asp, and the
weaned child shall put
his hand on the
cockatrice's den. They
shall not hurt nor
destroy in all my holy
mountain: for the earth
shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord,
as the waters cover the
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sea” - Isaiah 11:6-9. And
in that day, on the 8th day,
according to Revelation
22:1 & 2, the tree of life
will yield leaves for the
healing of nations.
Brothers and sisters, skin
colour will mean nothing!
Because the “leaves for
the healing of nations”,
is figurative, for it is
prophetic, showing there
is going to be perfect
harmony, perfect love and
unity in humanity, that the
thought of colour
difference will not even
enter any one's mind.
Absolutely! Being black
will be as good as being
white, whilst being white
will be as good as being
black. Every curse is
lifted, for there will be no
more curse! Are you
listening to me?! That is
that perfect age, because
God ordained in creation,
when everything is fully
redeemed and restored,
everything will function
eternally in perfect
harmony, living in perfect
love, absolute love,
walking in purity, and
filled with eternal peace,
and joy, and clothed with
d i v i n e r i g h te o u s n e s s ,
world without end. That is
the perfect day. Hence in
eternity, God fills His
creation with the fullness,
and with the majesty of
Himself. That is when we
will have in us, the
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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measure of the Spirit of
God, which Christ has in
him now. And that is why
there will be no need for a
temple, for no temple will
be there: “And I saw no
temple therein: for the
Lord God Almighty and
the Lamb are the temple
of it.” We will offer God
spiritual and truthful
worship, eternally. That is
why Revelation chapter
21 verses 3-5 says: “And
I heard a great voice out
of heaven saying,
Behold, the tabernacle
of God is with men”
Halleluyah! “And He will
dwell with them, and
they shall be His
people” (The kind of
people God originally
wanted on this planet),
“and God Himself shall
be with them, and be
their God. And God
shall wipe away all tears
from their eyes; and
there shall be no more
death…” Oh my! God will
live eternally in His
r e d e e m e d f a m i l y.
A n d when that is
accomplished, that is,
once God has redeemed
men, getting to Himself
the calibre of people He
wants to inhabit this
planet, eternally, and He
has also redeemed planet
earth, the last redemption
process being at the white
throne judgment, when
God wipes out ungodly
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mankind, and takes out
everything evil from
planet earth, including
death and hell, God
knowing nothing will ever
go wrong on this planet
again, eternally, God will
turn His attention to
another planet in our
solar system.
Do not forget, the way
God is redeeming man, is
the same way He is
redeeming the planet. For
our redemption, there are
three steps of grace, for
God is perfect in three;
three is the number of
perfection: Justification
by faith, exemplified by
water baptism,
Sanctification by the
blood of Christ, and
baptism of the Holy Ghost
and fire, by which we are
filled with the Spirit of
God, and our carnal
nature is burnt out. But so
is the redemption of the
planet. It was water
baptized in the day of
Noah, God justifying the
planet. It was also
sanctified by the blood of
the Lamb, when on the
cross of Calvary, a spear
was used to pierce the
side of Christ, and blood
gushed out, sanctifying
the earth. But fire is
coming on the day of the
Lord, when the earth will
be baptized by fire, to
burn out every trace of
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disease and germs. Do
not forget, the Millennium
is called by Jesus Christ,
the Age of Regeneration,
in Matthew chapter 19
and verse 28. It is the age
of regeneration, not of
man, but of planet earth,
as Christ lifts the curse
placed on the earth in
Genesis chapter 3, and
vegetation, climate, and
weather, and the entire
earth itself, is slowly
restored to its original
state, and the bodies of
water that make up the
seas, are taken up to
make up the Ozone layer,
our buffer from the sun's
ultraviolet rays, that by
the end of the Millennium,
and as we enter the
eternal age, there would
be no more sea, and we
will have perfect weather,
perfect climate. Hence it
is written of Christ's
Millennial reign, the age
of regeneration: “.For out
of Zion shall go forth the
law, and the Word of the
Lord from Jerusalem” Isaiah 2:3. This Word is
God's redemptive or
regenerative Word. For
as the Hebrew version of
the Holy Bible declares in
Romans chapter 8 verse
21: “THE CREATION
itself ALSO shall be
delivered from the
bondage of corruption
into the liberty of the
glory of the children of
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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Elohim.” Amen. God will
redeem this planet. And
as I said before, I say
again: With the earth and
God's family perfectly
redeemed, and brought in
perfect and eternal
harmony with God, God
can now turn His attention
to another planet. That is
why Genesis starts out
like that: “In The
beginning God created
the heaven” (collective
noun) “and the earth.”
Why? The earth is the
focal point, the beginning
point, for the introduction
of life! But in that creation,
you have got to see
Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Pluto, Neptune, Jupiter,
on and on. You have got
to see all the stars and
even the other galaxies,
for God did not create
them for nothing! I say
that because another
planet will serve as the
lake of fire.
So now you know why the
earth was singled out in
the record of creation in
Genesis. And that is why I
said, in Genesis 1:1, when
God created the heavens
and the earth, no angel
was there as yet. Because
that creation, takes in all
the planetary bodies, and
not one angel helped Him
in it! And when He laid the
foundations of this earth,
there was not one angel
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there yet. Prophet Isaiah
lets us know He did it all by
Himself! Why? Because
everything has a
beginning, and God is the
beginning of everything.
And when God created the
Universe, planet earth was
set apart in God's record of
creation, because it would
be the beginning planet for
the introduction of life, and
God's laboratory, a testing
ground for everything that
would enter eternity. And
that is precisely why God
made man, and gave him
a will (i.e. the right to
choose). God could have
made man without the
possibility of falling, but
how would we know that
God is a Saviour? That
attribute of God had to be
expressed. God could also
have made man without
any ability of choice. But
then, we would have been
robots, not having a
choice, that is, we would
have been without volition,
human volition, or human
will, man's free will. But
God made us in a way that
we have a human
volition, that we may
serve Him out of our free
will, for He seeks spiritual
worshippers. That is why
we are not robots,
because God does not
force or coarse people to
serve Him. It is the devil
that coarses people. God
simply taps gently and
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wooingly on the door of our
heart. He woos our heart
with His touch of love. And
when we respond to it, we
respond to it because we
appreciate His touch of
love. Brothers and sisters,
salvation or predestination
does not take away human
volition. It does not! We
must understand that. That
is why there is
responsibility for every
action. There is
responsibility! Take away
human volition, and there
will be no responsibility,
because we would not be
responsible, being more
like robots. But church, I
am saying that to let you
know tonight, anything
and everything that is to
pass into the 8th day,
including angels, had to be
tested. Angels have had
their testing. It is ours that
remains. May God help
us to be faithful to the
truth of Christ,
remembering that angels
have no privilege of
redemption. They had no
second chance. Think
seriously about that, for
the testing of angels for
eternity has been
concluded. It is the testing
of man that is currently ongoing, to conclude God's
desired beings for planet
earth. Planet earth has
indeed been God's
laboratory, for it has been
the testing ground for
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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everything made in God's
image, which is to enter
eternity. It has been like a
laboratory where
chemicals and such stuff
are tested by scientists.
What a deep statement
the chief apostle was
inspired to make of the
earth. So right now, God's
focus is still on this
laboratory, called planet
earth. But do not ever think
God created the heavens,
and then He subsequently
created the earth. No!
They were all created
together, but earth is the
beginning planet for the
introduction of life, and for
the testing of same. Once
God's objective for the
earth is realized in eternity,
His attention turns to other
planets, for we have
Mercury, Venus, Mars, and
other planets. And before
you think they do not exist
in reality, I want you to
know we have already
sent probes there! And
these probes have
brought back data and
photo shots, and we have
evidence! Unmanned
shuttles have already
been sent to other planets,
for our solar system has
been explored for years by
these computerized
unmanned probes, laden
with cameras, particularly
in the 1970s! For instance,
probes have soft-landed
on Mercury, Venus and
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Mars, apart from fly-by
spacecrafts. Think of it!
Soviet Venera 7, Venera 8,
Venera 9, and Venera 10,
all launched at various
times in the 1970s, have
landed on Venus, whilst
Viking 1 and Viking 2
probes have likewise
landed on Mars in the 70s,
apart from fly-by
spacecrafts sent.
American Voyager 1 and
Voyager 2 have been
launched into outer space
with video cameras
attached, and they both
flew by Uranus and
Neptune, taking shots of
their many moons. Both
Pioneer and Voyager
probes have flown by
Jupiter and Saturn, before
moving on towards
Uranus and Neptune,
sending vital data, images,
and video shots back to
the earth. This is a fact, not
a myth! It is reality, not
fiction! Our galaxy has
been scientifically
explored, as God has
given ability to man to
reveal and vindicate His
creation, without which
scientific findings, we
would have been most
limited in our knowledge of
the Universe, and limited
in our understanding of our
solar system, and hence
limited in our appreciation
of God. Precisely! We
would literally have been
limited in our knowledge of
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God's wonderful creation,
thinking that our planet is
all there is in the Universe,
apart from the stars we
see in heaven! Yet, with all
the majesty and huge
expanse of our galaxy, it is
only one of innumerable
galaxies, in an ever
expanding Universe.
Think of that! So I ask:
What are you going to do
in the face of such
evidence? You still want to
believe, “No, there is no
creation out there… God
only created our heaven.” I
say that because all some
people see is the sky! All
they know about heaven
is our sky! What a narrow
way of looking at truth!
Pathetically that is how
people who follow handme-down tradition look at
the Bible. They believe
God created the world in
seven days of twenty four
hours each! But where is
He rushing to, a God of
eternity?! And then when
they come against other
Scriptures touching their
traditional way of thinking,
they cannot take it,
because they have been
narrow minded, just
looking at things in a
n a r r o w w a y, c a r n a l
followers of God, having
only religion, without the
revelation of life. You
m u s t t h e r e f o r e
understand, why in
Genesis 1:1, the earth is
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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singled out from all other
planets in the Universe, in
the record of creation. And
all through the Scriptures,
the earth is the focus,
because in it, God lays out
the great plan of
redemption, of the only
planet that needs
redemption, and because
Isaiah tells us, God made
the earth to be inhabited,
being the beginning planet
for the introduction of life.
It is to be inhabited by a
special class of people,
through God's process of
redemption. And that is
why the earth has been
through many judgments
to purge, purify, redeem
and restore it, but it is still
the same earth! It is not an
act of trial and error, or a
game of chance! It is God
testing its inhabitants for
eternity, for God does not
play dice! He is not a
gambler, and neither does
he play chance! Planet
earth has served, and is
still serving this purpose,
hence a beginning point!
But we are at the end of
the redemption of man,
before God turns his
attention to our planet, in
the Millennium. But what
does all that tell you?
Because it should tell you
something! When you look
at the entire solar system,
these other planets also
have a divine purpose. We
do not have the details
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now, for we know only in
part, but God is today
giving us a glimpse into
something, and that is
what we are looking at in
this message. And that
little glimpse is enough to
let us know that in eternity
(i.e. on the 8th day), those
planets will not be hanging
there in space for nothing.
So, let no one ever think
that all focus, all through
eternity, is going to be just
on this earth. No! That
would be an unrealistic,
and a carnal way of
looking at God's creation,
the Universe. Because
God did not make this
entire, glorious, gigantic,
and complex solar system,
for Him to focus on just
one planet, through all
eternity, leaving the rest
merely to hang. You must
know they must serve a
purpose of God. That is
what I want you to see in
this message, for eternity
will bring it out. But we
have a little glimpse into
something today, as God
wraps up His dealing with
the bride, giving us to
know that God is going to
put another planet into
immediate use, at the
white throne judgment. If
the sea gives up the dead,
and the grave gives up the
dead, it means this: By the
time we pass through the
white throne judgment,
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and come to that point,
where verse 14 of
Revelation chapter 20 is
fulfilled, every dead would
have been removed from
this planet, for God would
have ridden this earth of
any presence of the dead.
Then, according to verse
14, even hell itself, and
death, are also removed,
and cast into the lake of
fire. This completely
removes from this planet,
not only every trace of the
dead, but it also removes
death and hell themselves
from the earth, thereby
removing any trace of
death and hell which were
once on this planet, and
both are thrown into the
lake of fire, away from
planet earth! Church, then
I have to ask, Where then
is the lake of fire, knowing
that the lake of fire is not
on this planet? That is the
question. Where is it?
Which planet will house
the lake of fire? I therefore
ask myself: Is it Mercury?
Is it Venus? Or could it be
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, or Neptune? Is it
even Pluto? Listen to me,
and listen very carefully
how I say it. Brother
Branham took a message
titled, Sirs, Is This The
Time? He said words to
this effect, “I don't know,
because the Lord has
not said it is time, but I
am only presuming.”
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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Now, tonight, the Lord has
not said to me this is the
particular planet to house
the lake of fire. But you
see, there are some things
about creation that, as we
get closer to the
consummation of
everything, God will be
removing wraps, and we
will know better. That is
why there are still certain
hidden aspects of
Genesis, brothers and
sisters, which God will still
deal with us on, to give us
a true revelation, of the
things buried in His Word.
And by the time we are
ready to leave this world,
Genesis will have no
mystery for you and I. So I
began to reflect and
study and pray. Something
caught my attention, and I
ask, Could this be the lake
of fire? I do not say the
Lord says. How many
understand me, say Amen!
(The congregation says,
Amen!). I do not say the
Lord says, but I am asking
a question; I am only
probing, Could this be the
lake of fire? I do not know.
But one thing I know, the
lake of fire is not on planet
earth. That is basic! What
planet am I looking at? It is
the planet that is our next
door neighbour, the planet
that comes before ours:
Venus. Why am I looking at
Venus to be the possible
lake of fire? Why? Listen
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very closely. I took this
from the Child Craft
Science Book, because it
breaks it down in very
simple language that
everyone will understand.
It says: “Venus is the
second planet from the
sun. The brightest of all
the stars and planets in
the sky.” It tells us it is the
brightest planet. Are you
with me? Venus is the
brightest of all the planets
in the sky. Why? Listen:
“Venus is about one
hundred and eight
million kilometres from
the sun. It has an
atmosphere like earth,
but the air of Venus is a
mixture of poisonous
gases. From the earth,
we can never really see
the surface of the planet”
(And it tells us why:)
“because of the
thickness of the clouds
in its atmosphere. These
clouds are made of
sulphuric acid, a
chemical so strong, it
can dissolve metal. Wind
storms rage high in
Venus' atmosphere, with
winds that blow harder
than the strongest
hurricane that ever blew
on earth. The sky is lit”
(What is it lit by? In other
words, the sky of Venus is
bright. What makes it
bright? Listen now:) “The
sky is lit by constant
flickers of lightning,
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flashing as often as
twenty times a minute.”
Twenty times per minute,
not per hour! Flashes and
flickers of lightning,
flickering twenty times a
minute! Twenty times each
minute! How many
seconds make a minute?
Sixty! Divide sixty by
twenty, what does it give
you? Three! That means,
every three seconds, there
is a mega flash of lightning
on Venus! Every three
seconds! That is why, as
one is flashing, the other is
taking forth in seconds.
Brothers and sisters,
every three seconds, of
every minute, of every
hour, of every day, of every
week, of every month,
and of every year, the
lightning flashes
c o n t i n u a l l y, a n d
ceaselessly! That is why
Venus is constantly lited
and bright; the brightest
planet in the solar system.
Venus! It is called the
goddess of love because
of its brilliance. They do
not know what is creating
that brilliance. They will be
married to their goddess
one of these days. The
book continues, but we will
back up a little: “These
clouds are made of
droplets of sulphuric
acid, a chemical so
strong, it can dissolve
metal.” That lets us know,
Venus is sulphur laden. I
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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ask, What is the lake of
fire? According to Matthew
chapter 25 verse 41, the
lake of fire is said by Christ
to be an “Everlasting fire,
prepared for the devil
and his angels.” It is
everlasting, and not
eternal, as it has an
everlasting effect on all
those who are thrown in it.
They will eventually be
burnt out of existence,
bringing about eternal
separation from God, and
not eternal hell, for the
lake of fire is not eternal.
But we must also ask,
What kind of fire is it?
Again, the Word of God
lays it out. Revelation
chapter 20 verse 10
declares: “And the devil
that deceived them was
cast into the lake of fire
AND BRIMSTONE.” What
is “brimstone”? It is simply
Sulphur! Revelation
chapter 21 verse 8, says
the same thing! Sulphur is
brimstone, a yellow nonmetallic element, very
brittle, fusible, and
inflammable. Any
dictionary will tell you that!
The lake will burn with fire
and sulphur (i.e.
brimstone). Venus is laden
with sulphur, and its
atmosphere is very vicious
and very extreme! On the
National Geographic
channel, it is one of the
planets referred to as
“Planets from Hell”. But
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remember, the lake will
also burn with spiritual fire.
God will combine physical
fire with spiritual fire. You
know why? What will
dissolve angels will take
more than physical fire! It
will take a spiritual fire!
What will cause angels,
spirit beings, to burn, will
take more than physical
fire. That is why the lake is
more than physical fire,
even though it will also
burn with physical fire.
Think about it, saints of
God. And yet, the lake of
fire was initially prepared
for the fallen angels. But
Satan wants to take as
many as he can take with
him. Please do not follow
unbelief: It will lead you to
the lake. Stay away from
unbelief! Unbelief will lead
you to the lake of fire. I
repeat, Stay away from
unbelief! Stay in the light!
This is not a game! This is
not a joke! Lives will be lost
in the lake, billions of lives!
The book reads on
concerning Venus: “Wind
storms rage high in
Venus' atmosphere, with
winds that blow harder
than the strongest
hurricane that ever blew
on earth. The sky is lit by
constant flickers of
lightning, flashing as
often as twenty times a
minute. There is a
constant rumble of
thunder. The surface of
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Venus, is one great bleak
desert. Its atmosphere”
(Listen to this. Oh my!
There is an atmosphere
around planet earth that
filters the serious
ultraviolet rays of the sun.
As far away as the sun is
from us, it can kill if we are
not shielded from its
ultraviolet rays. As such,
there is a shade, an
atmospheric shade God
gives the earth, which
bounces back the rays
from the sun, and allows
only a measure of its rays
to filter through. This is
called the Ozone layer.
But look at the atmosphere
of Venus; it is very unlike
the atmosphere of planet
earth. Do you know what it
is? The book lets us
know:) “Its atmosphere
traps the heat from the
sun.” It does not repel the
heat. Rather, it traps it. It is
like an oven that takes in
heat, and does not give
out. So, how extremely hot
Venus must be, seeing
that it does not give up
heat! It traps it! The book
continues: “Its
atmosphere traps the
heat from the sun, rather
like a green house, to
make it even hotter than
Mercury!” Yet Mercury is
closer to the sun, for it is
the closet planet to the
sun! “There is no water
anywhere." (And
Scripturally, we know
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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there is no water in hell, for
in hell, the rich man
thirsted, and asked
Lazarus for water, in the
parable of Christ). "Much
of the surface is a big
rolling plain. There are
also great mountains,
LONG AND DEEP
CANYONS.” Long and
deep canyons! “And big
and small volcanoes;
some of them still
active… It is the
brightest of all the stars
and planets in the sky.”
What if God decides that
will be the lake? What if
that is the planet that will
house the lake of fire, a
place where God throws
ungodly and unbelieving
mankind, together with the
fallen angels, and God
says: “Let them burn out!”
Brothers and sisters, I ask:
Could Venus be the lake of
fire? I reaffirm, I do not
know. I am only thinking.
Or could it be Jupiter,
which like Venus, is also
referred to as a “Planet
from Hell”, because of its
extremely harsh and
severe climatic and
chemical environment.
Why am I thinking of this?
Because I know
Scripturally, revelationally,
planet earth will not be the
lake of fire! Then where is
it? I have to look at the
other planets! Absolutely!
But yet, that is not where I
am going. It is part of my
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journey, for you must see
that the other planets have
a purpose to serve in
eternity. You have to!
This is where I am going:
God made the heavens and
the earth, yet the earth is
part of the solar system
hanging in the heavens. So,
we must ask: Why did God
make the other planets?
Saints of God, there is no
doubt, that knowing the lake
of fire is on another planet,
gives us a glimpse into
something. It does! It lets us
know that another one of
these planets, has been
marked by God to serve an
immediate purpose in
eternity, for it is to house the
lake of fire, a planet where
that giant inferno will burn all
those wicked and evil
people, and fallen angels,
and all those unbelievers
and skeptics and scorners,
people who refuse to
believe God, inspite of all the
mercy God shows towards
them. No wonder the book
of Revelation says the lake
of fire will receive all
unbelievers, and sorcerers,
and idolaters, all ungodly
mankind, and all those that
love and make a lie. That is
preachers of falsehood;
people that see the truth of
God, and deny it for
whatever selfish or carnal
reason. They will all have
their part in the lake of fire
that burns with fire and
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brimstone, which is sulphur.
But yet, we must realize,
whichever planet houses
the lake of fire, will not
remain eternally like that.
The lake of fire has a
beginning, and it will
certainly have an end. It was
originally prepared for fallen
angels, but men are
following their evil ways;
they are following the
wicked ways of Lucifer,
eventually to the lake of fire.
The lake may burn for
millions or billions of years,
but it will eventually burn out
everything in it. And after it
has served this negative but
necessary divine purpose,
God will turn it around, and
that planet will subsequently
serve a positive purpose of
God, because God did not
create any of the planets
specifically to be the lake of
fire. It is a temporary service,
for the essence of creation is
positive, not negative;
Everything God made is
good. You have to see that,
for there is a positive
purpose to the creation of
the planets. And just as God
takes out the dead, death
and hell from planet earth,
so will the lake of fire cease
to exist thereafter, as God
turns that planet around, to
subsequently serve a
positive purpose, for which it
was originally created.
Absolutely! Now we clearly
see the purpose of planet
earth, and the temporary
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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purpose another planet
housing the lake of fire
serves. But I ask, Is this
where the introduction of life
ends? No! It is only a
beginning! As we earlier laid
out, God in the beginning
was not God, as there was
no being to acknowledge
and worship Him as God.
He was Elohim, the Selfexisting One, and the
Creator of the Universe. But
He wanted worship and
fellowship. Then He created
angels, and then He
became God, as they
worshipped Him. Then He
also made man, and men
also worship Him as God.
However, God today only
has a family on planet earth,
as He is only God on planet
earth. But we must realize
that He is not only the God of
planet earth, He is also the
God of our galaxy, and the
God of the whole Universe!
But right now, He is only
potentially the God of our
galaxy, and only potentially
the God of the Universe, as
He has no creation on any
other planet, or on any other
galaxy, that will acknowledge
and worship Him as God.
Therefore, you must realize,
as a people following God in a
true revelation, life will be
introduced on another planet,
and then on another. That is,
life will be introduced on other
planets in our galaxy, making
God to be the God of our
galaxy, and life will also be
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introduced on other galaxies,
for at the end, God will be in
actuality, the God of the
Universe. What does this
imply? It implies that once the
eternal age sets in, and the
earth is fully redeemed and
restored back to God, in
perfect eternal harmony, His
focus will turn from planet
earth, to another planet, for the
introduction of life. This will be
the beginning of God's
Interplanetary children, or
Interplanetary family. I am not
suggesting that every planet in
the solar system will serve this
particular purpose, for some
may serve as animal planets.
And before you condemn that,
I will remind you that this
planet served first as an
animal planet! In the prehistoric era, ever before it
served as the planet for man, it
was an animal planet!
Precisely! Dinosaurs roamed
this earth, and the fossil fuel
we use today is evidence of
them! And even on our planet,
today, we have both men and
beasts! But what if God
decides to make some
planets, animal planets, and
some for His Interplanetary
family? Think of it! That has to
come, as we serve the God of
the Universe! He is the God of
the Universe, if you know what
that means! He is! Yet, I know
the introduction of life will not
end with our solar system,
because the solar system is
only on one lone galaxy, called
the Milky Way! And there are
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certainly thousands, and
probably millions and billions
of galaxies in the Universe! I
have to ask, Why is God
expanding the Universe?
Why has He created the
myriads of galaxies? Is it for
nothing?! I know some would
ask, Where are the planets on
the other galaxies, if life is to be
introduced on other galaxies?
Please, saints of God, do not
think of the Omnipotent
Almighty God as you would
think of man. Please! If in the
Universe today, there are
intergalactic, magnetic,
gravitational forces, holding
everything together and in
place, and intergalactic
gaseous reactions, What is all
that to serve? Nothing? Of
course not! YOU HAVE
T O S E E A FUTURE
HARMONIOUS UNIVERSE,
FILLED WITH GOD'S
UNIVERSAL FAMILY, NOT
ONLY AN INTERPLANETARY
FAMILY, BUT ALSO AN
INTERGALACTIC FAMILY,
MAKINGTHEALMIGHTYGOD,
THE GOD OFTHE UNIVERSE,
IN ACTUALITY! As for where
the planets on the other
galaxies would come from, I
will tell you this: God can
produce that out of what He
has already created, and I will
prove that to you
scientifically. Look at Orion
and Arcturus, great
Constellations, holding three
of the brightest stars in the
sky. These stars look so
small, and even look smaller
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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than our sun, even though
they are actually hundreds of
times bigger! They look that
small only because of their
extreme distance! Orion is
big enough to make up more
than one galaxy! Because
one star in Orion,
Betelgeuse, is as big as four
of our planets put together!
And so is Arcturus! Great
Constellations! That is why
God asked Job, in chapter 38
verse 31: “Canst thou loose
the bands of Orion?” That is,
Can you break up the
Constellation of Orion? God
can break it up to serve His
purpose! You have to see that!
Moreover, do not forget, there
are also two Nebulae in Orion,
called The Great Nebula, and
The Horsehead Nebula. And
one Nebula is big enough to
make up an entire solar
system! Going by the Nebula
hypothesis or Nebula theory,
one Nebula can develop into a
solar system! The World Book
Encyclopedia tells us of the
Nebula hypothesis as
being, “A theory about the
origin of the solar
system. Pierre Simon
Laplace, a French
astronomer and
mathematician, formulated
the theory in the late
1700's. According to
Laplace, the solar system
developed from a huge,
extremely hot, rotating
nebula” (singular), “a cloud
of dust particles and
gases. The nebula cooled
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and contracted, leaving
behind successive rings of
matter as it became
smaller. These rings, in
turn, cooled and
condensed, forming the
planets. The remaining
central core of the nebula
became the sun.” Think of it,
for God being God, can make
a solar system out of a
nebula! Amen! That should
make us wake up and
realize, this Universe is
bigger than we think, and
extremely complex. That just
lets you see how great God
truly is. He is simply
awesome, full of majesty and
power. Blessed be His Name
forever and ever. Amen.
Saints of God, I ask, Are you
not glad you are serving such
a God? Let us give Him our
best. Let us give Him our all.
He deserves our all, for He is
our God, and we are the
sheep of His pasture. Let us
walk with Him in the light, for
this is a way we never walked
before. His light will lead us
home. We shall therefore
walk in the light, for we look
for a world without sin,
without evil, without Satan, a
perfect world, an eternity with
God, and with His Universal
family, from the various
planets and galaxies in the
Universe, knowing that we
serve the God of the
Universe.

although we have the whole
of eternity to testify of God's
wondrous love and mercy
towards us, we must
realize, we will not spend
eternity just sitting by the
river bank to share
fellowship with one
a n o t h e r . T r u l y, o u r
fellowship will be an eternal
one, but there is also work
for us to do, for God does
not encourage laziness or
idleness. We must know
that, for the Bible
condemns idleness and
laziness in clear terms. As
such, in eternity, we will still
be partners with God, in
whatever work He has to
do, whatever work He
assigns to us. Today, God is
using man in His work of
Redemption, for God did
not commit the preaching
of the Gospel of Salvation
to angels. It has been
committed strictly to man,
making us partners with
God, in His work of
Redemption. And as
apostle Paul declared in 1
Corinthians chapter 3
verse 9, “We are
labourers together with
God....”, and builders of
the kingdom with God. The
truth therefore is, If today
we are God's co-workers,
in His plan of Salvation, we
must know we will also be
helpers of God, in His work
on other planets, as He
Furthermore, when we introduces life on other
consider the eternal age, planets; whatever work or
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role God pleases to assign
to us, just as angels are
helpers of God in His
overseership over all
creation. Remember, we
would have in us at that
time, the measure of God's
Spirit, Christ has in him
today, as God will fill the
New Jerusalem, which also
takes in His entire
redeemed family, with the
fullness of Himself. Do not
also forget, in that day,
Mercury, Venus or Mars,
will be just a thought away.
At the resurrection, we will
all be changed into immortal
beings, as we receive a new
body Christ has prepared for
us, which is a glorified body.
It is a material but anointed
body, a body taken over by
the spirit of life, which is not
limited or hindered by the
physical circumstances
which hinder or limit mortal
beings. In that glorified body,
you can see into the Spirit
realm, just as plain as you
can see into the physical
world. Moreover, as easy as it
is for you to see the things
happening around you, so
can you see things
happening somewhere
else, just as if you are there!
Furthermore, distance and
physical barriers which limit
human beings, are no barrier,
and as such, another city or
planet, is just a thought away,
and you are there. It is a
matter of thinking of the
place, and you are there. In
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that body, you can appear
and disappear at will. It is like
in the upper room, when with
the doors locked, Jesus
entered in without opening
the door. Yet, he could be
touched, for he himself
declared: “Behold my
hands and my feet, that it is
I myself: Handle me, and
see; for a spirit hath not
flesh and bones, as ye see
me have” - Luke 24:39.
What kind of body did Jesus
have and still have? A
glorified body! A supernatural
body! That is exactly the kind
of body we will have, for we
will be superhumans. And
just like angels, travelling to
the stars, which today will
take millions of light years,
will be as easy as going to the
supermarket. I hope you
understand what I mean by
that. It is simply to let you
k n o w, e x p l o r i n g t h e
Universe, Interplanetary
travel, and Intergalactic
travel, would be very easy,
and tremendous fun! We
have the whole of eternity to
do that! We will be able to
explore planets and galaxies,
which today are very harsh
and extreme in their climatic
conditions, and in the
chemical composition of their
atmospheres, and which are
extremely distant. Therefore,
we must realize, in the
eternal age, there is work for
us to do. In fact, we have a lot
to do. And when we consider
the possibility of God
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establishing flower gardens,
animal planets, just as man
creates botanical gardens,
zoos, safari parks, and game
reserves, we will be able to
go to these planets, to view
the beauty and majesty of
God's creation. I say that
because you will not take
away any attribute of God,
which has been expressed in
God's creation, giving us
beautiful flowers, exotic
fishes, lovely birds, and a
majestic animal kingdom,
apart from other forms of life
existing on our planet.
Morever, think of it, today,
man is constantly looking for
aliens on other planets, for
man is looking for life
elsewhere. That is what all
the cry on UFOs is about
(Unidentified Flying
Objects). Man is also
exploring the possibility of
living on the Moon, or on
Mars, having destroyed the
earth. Yet, a look in God's
Word will let them know,
there is no intelligent life
elsewhere, for life starts on
planet earth. Moreover,
fallen man cannot get ahead
of God to live elsewhere! But
the quest of modern man for
life elsewhere, and for
another habitation, should
tell you something!
Hollywood has produced a
lot of movies on aliens,
particularly in Star Wars,
and in ET (ExtraTerrestrial). America, in the
Ref. No.: 05-04-06
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days of Ronald Reagan,
started the Star Wars, an
Advanced Defence System,
which Hollywood has also
projected in various movies,
where men battle to repel
invading alien forces, and
where Hi-Tech scientific
capability is also deployed,
to defend the planet from
being hit by asteroids. Yet,
there are no aliens
anywhere. It is Christ and
his bride, with the hosts of
angels, that are coming.
When we also consider a
television series called Star
Trek, this gives the thought
of Intergalactic beings. In all
these, Hollywood projects a
very carnal, or fleshly, and
demonic Interplanetary
beings, and Intergalactic
beings, ugly and scary
looking creatures, who fight
one another in their quest for
control of the Universe. And
if fallen man can think this
possible, and project a
warped and demonic
picture, how much more can
God do so in reality,
projecting a most beautiful
creation, of a perfectly
harmonious and blissful
Universal family, being truly
the God of the whole
Universe! Then we can have
i n e t e r n i t y, n o t o n l y

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
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Interplanetary fellowship,
but also Intergalactic
fellowship, of God's
Universal family, when God
becomes in reality, the God
of the Universe.

God, for we have a greater
tomorrow, an endless and
ageless eternal bliss in
God's divine presence, in a
glorious and extremely
beautiful and perfect
Universe He has made. Let
us therefore walk in the light,
for all other ground is sinking
sand. Genesis 1:1, married
with Isaiah 45:18, and
Revelation 20:12-14, all
unite to give us a beautiful
insight into eternity. For God
today, is only potentially the
God of the Universe,
because in reality, He is only
God on planet earth, for
there is nothing to worship
Him as God, anywhere else.
He is today, in reality, the
Creator of the Universe. But
in eternity, He will be in
reality, the God of the
Universe, for He will have a
Universal family, from the
various planets, and from
the various galaxies,
making up the Universe.
And that understanding
should let us know, that the
end of truth is glorious,
beyond description. Let us
bow our heads in prayer
(Brother Amos prayed).

We now have to ask, as a
people elected as bride
saints, the highest level of
sainthood in God's
redeemed family, What is the
essence of God inspiring a
message like this concerning
God's Universe? It is simply
this: Now that we are
approaching the very end,
and since God has promised
in Zechariah chapter 14
verse 7, that at the evening
time it shall be light, and
further that the wise shall
understand, according to
Daniel chapter 12 verse 10,
God is giving us a rare
insight into eternity, in
relation to the Universe He
has created, which
Universe He created not in
vain, and that we may also
know that for God's entire
redeemed family, the 8th
day in eternity, is not one
long and boring unending
era of joblessness and
idleness. We have a lot to
look forward to, for we have a May the Lord bless you.
lot to do, and we surely have
enough reason to live for

The Walking Voice, Part 1 (October 2007).
The Walking Voice, Part 2 (October 2007).
The Man That Was Caught Up, Part 1 (December 2007).
The Man That Was Caught Up, Part 2 (December 2007).
Genesis: The Creation Of The Universe (January 2008).

GENESIS: THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE
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Our Convention dates for 2008 / 2009 are as follows:

NOTE: Our email addresses have changed.
All are welcome to the meetings. If you need more information, or if you
have any questions or any comments, please feel free to contact us at:
pastorbft@yahoo.com
For Scribe requests, please send your email to:
scribebksbft@yahoo.com
Any prayer needs, please make your request to:
prayerbft@yahoo.com
For those who prefer to write, our postal address is at the bottom of this
page. We look forward to hearing from you.
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The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Part 3: The Uniqueness Of The Ministry (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 4&5: Testing For Faithfulness (January 2007).
Locating God: The Visitation Of God, Parts 1&2 (February 2007).
Affinity With Evil (February 2007).
Where Are We? (February 2007).
The Way Forward (February 2007).
The Plot, Parts 1 - 4 (March 2007).
The Seven Thunders In Relation To The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (March 2007).
The Jewish Connection, Parts 1& 2 (April 2007).
The Third Pull (June 2007).
The Third Pull, And The Three Steps Into The Rapture (June 2007).
The Angel Of The Seventh Seal (June 2007).
They Came To Present Themselves, Parts 1&2 (July 2007).
The Invitation (July 2007).
The Promise To The Overcomer, Parts 1-3 (July 2007).
The Manifestation Of The Sons Of God (July 2007).
A Woman Rises In America (July 2007).
The Prophetic Ministry Of William Branham, Parts 1-4 (August 2007).
The Three Scribes (September 2007).
Ministerial Irresponsibility (September 2007).

Directory contd. in the inner cover.

